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Abstract
Junior Core French students' motivation to learn a second language and

students'

French oral communication

skills relating to

drama

instruction

were

investigated in this study. Students' increased and improved motivation and oral

acquisition were measured

by several forms of data collection including journals,

questionnaires and surveys, interviews, outside observer and teacher
observations, and anecdotal comments.

drama

integration in the Junior

The

findings

showed

integration allowed

that

them

results indicated that as a result

of

Core French classroom, grade 5 students, both

male and female, were more motivated
instruction, thereby increasing

The

to participate in

and improving

their oral

second language

communication

more males than females reported

that

skills.

drama

the opportunity to use their French speaking skills.

Research shows that interactive approaches to teaching such as drama give
students the motivation and enthusiasm to learn.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
The purpose of this study was

to

examine the use of drama as a

teaching/learning tool in the Core French grade 5 classroom to address the

problem

that

Core French students find French iminteresting and unmotivating

and therefore are reluctant to use
will demonstrate the possibility

communication

skills,

their oral

communication

skills.

The research

of enhancing students' motivation and

oral

through drama, in second language acquisition.

All French teachers have unique skills and personal styles of teaching.

French teachers also have
their students

teacher,

I

and

common goals:

to

enhance the language capabilities of

to optimize learning potential in the classroom.

Being a French

believe, involves maintaining a positive outlook toward the

responsibility of second language instruction-to create an appreciation for the

second language through constructive and engaging curriculum implementation
while

at the

same time building fluency

experiences have taught

in oral

me that teaching

is

environments engage students in enjoyable

communication.

My own

most productive when learning
activities, thus establishing

a

motivation for learning.

Purpose of the Study
French

is

communication

a required component of the Ontario curriculum. Oral

is

an impxjrtant element in The Ontario Curriculum: French as a

Second Language-Core French, grades 4-8 (Ontario Ministry of Education,
1998b).

in

The purpose of this study was

my experience, that some Core

to address the

problem

that

1

have noticed

French students appear unmotivated to use

.

French

orally.

Research shows that that

many

students find the teaching and

learning of French repetitive and uninteresting and lack enthusiasm to learn the

second language. Franklin and Allen (2004) reported that students lacked an
interest in

French learning because students found that the instruction of French

meant memorizing words out of a textbook, with emphasis on
vocabulary and grammar rules.

1

am

repetition of

interested in exploring whether or not the use

of drama as a teaching/learning tool can improve students' motivation to leam a
second language and increase students' oral communication

The focus of this study
1

Does

Does

examine the following questions:

the use of drama in second language teaching/learning increase

students' oral

2.

will

skills.

communication

skills?

the use of drama in second language teaching increase students'

motivation?

Personal Background of the Problem

The Inspiration

Throughout
intrigued,

my

years as a student,

1

have been motivated, inspired,

and attracted by the teaching styles of many teachers. Those

most memorable
experience.

I

to

me

are the ones

who made

that are

learning a wonderful and exciting

have been teaching Core French for 5 years with a large school

board in Ontario, and within that time have earned a positive reputation as a

French teacher from
important,

my

my administrators, coworkers,

students.

1

family, friends, and

most

have achieved the reputation of an enthusiastic and

inspired French teacher because of my dedication to create a learning

environment that engages and motivates students
language.

to learn

about the French

My classroom behaviour stems from my theatrical personality as well

as the instructional strategies

The passion

that

1

experienced as a secondary school student.

beamed from

the gestures and theatrical style of my high

school French teacher was contagious and inviting to

Always

enthusiastic about his job, he incorporated

sparked

my

interest in teaching

and heightened

some of my high school

believe that

my

me and my

drama

classmates.

which

into his lessons,

love of the French language.

exp>eriences provided the foundation

I

from

^^ch I have built an approach to teaching French through drama.
The University Years
I

University. While there.

life skills that

McMaster,

1

1

am

1

acquired both a taste for knowledge and a number of

At

able to contribute to today's teaching environment.

spent a great deal of time in the French Department, where

surrounded by peers

who

inspired

me to continue my education

myself at times uninterested and lacking

in motivation to learn

1

was

in French.

the routine of paper and pencil instruction and assignments, however,

taught.

McMaster

received an Honours Bachelor of Arts degree in French from

1

During

found

what was being

My experiences in these classes encouraged me to think of ways to help

teachers

become

successful at second language instruction.

I

began to think

an active and participatory approach, such as drama, might have a positive

outcome

in learning a

second language.

French Bursary Programs
During

my years at McMaster,

I

completed three French Bursary

that

Programs from the University of Laval, University of Ottawa, and Saint Charles

Gamier College. These 5-week programs were of great value
fluent in the French language.

I

vividly

remember

my

to

The bursary program teachers

lessons.

They

all

in

becoming

French teachers from these

programs because they were very different from professors in
courses.

me

my university

included elements of drama in their

enthusiastically displayed a passion for teaching through

impressed me. Students seemed to be engaged

in the learning.

I

drama

that

recall students

speaking in French with one another and smiles on their faces, especially during
activities that involved

drama, such as role-play and improvisation. The students'

passion was demonstrated by their

and clear voices,

their use

movement around

the classroom, their loud

of gestures, and their overall participation

anticipation of each lesson.

The use of drama by

in

the professors shaped

and eager

my

impression that teaching through drama helps motivate students to learn.

Attending these bursary programs increased
increase

my own students' motivation to

my passion and determination to

learn the French language through

drama.

The Classroom Years

Throughout
profession.

My goal

my

5-year career,

is to

I

have enjoyed every aspect of the teaching

continue to implement creative and innovative ways of

teaching the French language that will both motivate students to learn and
increase their oral communication skills.

As

a result of the knowledge gained

throughout

my education,

objectives.

My love of teaching French has continued to be a high priority in my

I

have implemented strategies

to fulfill

my continued

life.

After being immersed in the teaching environment,

I

have realized the

importance of leadership and the capacity that educators as leaders have in student

development.
In past years.

is

have found

taught in an uninteresting way.

attitude,

I

1

1

that students

To avoid

do not enjoy learning French

precipitating a student's negative

must make each lesson an exciting

invitation to learn.

plan accordingly and careftilly so that, right from the

and intrigued.
sell

I

my lessons.

have learned to
This

is

treat

each student as a

not to say that

1

if it

rely

start,

I

must ensure

that

students are engaged

client,

and

1

do

my best to

on grand presentations; the lessons

must hold very informative and educational value. Similarly, although each lesson
is

presented in an amusing and exciting way, the instruction of the curriculum

expectations must be emphasized.

I

when

I

incorporate

teach using

drama

drama

into

my program.

in the classroom.

practice illustrated the effectiveness

my Core

Students have been very responsive

A case from my own teaching

of drama. Prior to

this investigation,

1

asked

French students from a previous year to express their opinions about the

use of drama in their French learning environment. They stated that drama was

was a hands-on experience and was an

important in the classroom because

it

enjoyable, exciting, and interactive

way of learning which

development of a positive

attitude

assisted in the

and increased self-esteem.

My personal

experience with these students provided evidence that drama does have a positive
effect

on student achievement and involvement

motivational factor.

in the

language as a result of its

I

believe that the implementation of drama in the French classroom

enables students to strengthen their knowledge of the language. Performing

through movements or gestures that correlate to certain vocabulary words, for

example, allows the students to be active and then remember the words being
taught in the lesson. Lin (2005) reported that

drama context provide students
aurally,

the

and

new

oppHjrtimities to acquire

kinesthetically. Lin also reported that

knowledge of word

vocabularies presented in the

order, phrasing,

meanings

visually,

drama helped students acquire

and punctuation

that contribute to the

meaning of a written sentence.
Creating an encouraging atmosphere for learning a language fosters a
positive attitude toward the learning situation and promotes an environment that

minimizes behavioural problems. "The techniques of drama centre on
transformation;

how people can turn

into other people or other beings in order to

create a there-and-then story in a here-and-now place" (Booth

48). Role-play, for example,

& Lundy,

1985, p.

opens up a rich stimulus for communicative

interaction. Role-playing helps students

go through a

confidence. According to Booth and Lundy, role

is

real-life situation

made up of two

with

parts:

your

"self and "the other person" that you become. Having the opportunity to become

a different person allows one to enter a safe environment and explore ideas and
situations that can px)ssibly be different than one's original life experiences.

It

allows you to learn by experimentation, taking on the personality and attitude of
others.

According

for applying

to Littlewood (1981), role-play is a well-established technique

precommunicative language

practice.

Gill

and Hayes-Butler (2001) reported

significant behavioural

and

attitudinal

change

that the use

in

of role-play resulted in

encouraging foreign language

use in the classroom; fostering creativity and building self-esteem, promoting
understanding of good
children and

show

literature,

and helping children communicate with other

their understanding

of abstract

ideas.

Edward and Craig (1990)

agreed that "successful teaching requires two elements: student understanding and
student engagement" (p. 30).

feel

engaged

in or

Edward and Craig (1990)

stated that students should

"hooked" by their learning, which can help young people

realize that learning is satisfying.

of class teachers must

sell their

should they bother learning

MoUica (1998) suggested

that "on the first

subject as useful to the students; otherwise

day

why

it?" (p. 38).

Alongside an exciting lesson,

I

believe that teachers must have a strong

sense of what they are required to teach. Carr (1999) found that the biggest
challenges faced by second language teachers were a lack of specialized training

and a lack of overall organization within the second language curriculum. One
year, a student might have a very effective teacher,

one who

is

knowledgeable

about curriculum expectations, and the following year, he or she
teacher

who

who

is

will likely

a

lacking such awareness. This contrast will not benefit the child,

develop a negative attitude toward learning a second language.

will be the responsibility

that is positive.

may have

It

of the next year's teacher to reverse that attitude into one

The cycle continues unless

together and establish what

it

means

to

all

teachers, organizationally,

be a successful French teacher.

come

8

Rationale for the Study

As

a result of persistent difficulties

(e.g.,

student behaviour, lack of

educational funds, lack of respect, etc.) facing French teachers, including lack of

motivation in students, French teachers must foster an atmosphere which ignites

enthusiasm and develops an attraction to learning. French teachers must create an

environment that "allows children the opportunity to embrace the desire for
lifelong learning as well as recognizing

and crafting a system of diversity"
The Ontario Curriculum: French as

(Ontario Ministry of Education, 1998b, p.

5).

a Second Language-Core French, grades

4-8, issued

by the Ontario Ministry of

Education states that teachers must not only "design frameworks and structural
purposes, but also establish a belief system" (p.

5). It is

the role of an educator to

implement the instruction of curriculum expectations and the duty
clarify,

to reexamine,

modify, evjiluate, and assess student achievement. In essence, "educators

are responsible for the planning, irmovation,

and creation of useful and necessary

learning situations to achieve the desired objectives" (Barrera-Vidal, 1997).

According

to the Ontario Ministry

of Education, "teachers must make every

reasonable attempt to motivate students to want to learn French by providing a
supportive environment where second-language skills are gradually introduced,

continuously practiced, and consolidated"
OTMeill and Lambert

of learning"

(p. 11)

( 1

990) believed that "drama

in

education

is

a

mode

wherein "through the pupils' active identification with

imagined roles and situations

and relationships"

(p. 5).

in

drama, they can learn to explore issues, events,

(p. 11). Linnell

(1982) believed that "the teacher in the

classroom

is

very often in the position of a performer, selecting and presenting

material to the class in order to elicit

as role-play (see Appendix

some response"

(p. 7).

Drama

strategies such

M for Glossary of Terms), improvisation, mime,

games, and drama exercises create an innovative and enjoyable learning
environment.

Tableau

Tableaux capture frozen pictures created by the children

in response to a

theme, situation, or story. According to The Ontario Curriculum: The Arts,

grades

1-8, (Ontario Ministry

group of people frozen
etc.),

in

time to represent a scene, abstract idea

or theme. Tableau work

attention

on a

of Education, 1998a) tableau represents a

is

(e.g.,

silent

peace, joy,

useful in introducing idea or images; focusing

particular aspect; developing symbolic thought;

and encouraging

discussion about meanings "behind" actions. Tableau invites reflection (Neelands,

1984).

Tableaux are shared

in

complete

stillness

and

silence. This technique

requires that students initially discuss, collaborate, and decide

upon an image

communicate or represent

group

their ideas. Children contribute to a

effort

to

and

gain experience in presenting situations fix)m different points of view (Ontario
Ministry of Education, 1984). In addition, the aspect of working together and

using their bodies to depict a

new vocabulary word

learned

may

increase student

motivation to learn. Discussion of tableau work following the presentation can
stimulate lively and spontaneous dialogue in French.

Not only does the technique

tableau meet the expectations of the Ontario curriculum for French as a Second

10

Language and the

Arts, but also

instrumental communicative

drama

in its

many forms

method because

it is

is

classified as

viewed as the

"art

an

of doing"

(Slade, 1954,p. 19).

Improvisation
Improvisation provides an unscripted exploration of a topic. Improvisation

might be
can

last 5

short,

does not require a

script,

could be acted out by different people,

seconds or longer, and allows students to play themselves or others

(Lin, 2005).

A good use of improvisation is to demonstrate what students have

learned in class. At the beginning of a lesson, short, simple improvisations can
incorporate vocabulary students read in books or repeat vocabulary taught in the

previous lesson.

Way (1967),

because there

is

a pioneer of drama in education, explained that

no need

for a script,

an improvised play does not depend
nor remembering

and

on any form of skill or

ability at reading,

thus an activity that

children of every age group and every scale of

ability are able

all

both to enjoy and to master,

(p.

1

lines,

is

84)

Mime
"There

is

a

mime

inside you, and with

need are your body and your imagination.
understands" (Booth

can be used
'stop!',

or

it

in

is

Mime

is

is

possible. All

you

a language the whole world

1985, p. 24). There are

many forms of mime

drama work. "Mime can be simple as a hand gesture

that

indicating

can be a demonstration of some complicated action such as climbing a

mountain" (Booth

"drama

& Lundy,

mime, anything

&

Lundy,

p. 25).

According

to

Morgan and Saxton (1987)

spontaneous oral communication but the power of gesture without

11

words can stimulate language..."
that "in

(p. 111).

Morgan and Saxton (1987) believed

drama, teachers and students are engaged in collective enquiry and

exploration" (p.

interaction,

1

25) where "learning

and participation"

is likely to

(p. 127).

lesson, not only for the transmission

occur through cooperation,

Teachers need the ability to structure a

of information but also for the shaping of a

shared learning experience.

Scope and Limitations of the Study

The research conducted involved one of my grade
of 27 students, out of which 23 agreed to participate
females), aged

1

to 11,

from a large Ontario

showed evidence of different

levels

5 Core French classes

in the study (13

district

males and 10

school board. The students

of academic achievement. All students

received one year of Core French instruction by another teacher before beginning
their grade 5 year with

me. Students came from different ethnic backgrounds such

as Native, Colombian, Scottish, Irish, and Indian.

students.

The majority of the

socioeconomic

One

None of the

students were

ESL

students were from families with middle-class

status.

limitation

of this study

is that

data collection

was conducted over only

a 4-month period. Therefore, the results might have differed had the study been

conducted for a longer duration. Also, findings
specific class.

The

results

may

apply only to this one

might have varied with a different group of students and

another teacher. The study explored only the use of students' oral communication
skills

when

there are other instructional strands in the Ontario Curriculum for

French as a Second Language. Another limitation of this study

is that

drama

12

involves active and interactive activities.

drama from the

effect

may

reflect the influence

in the

Examples of the

presented in Phase

and pencil

of teacher-student

One of the

study.

Also, instructing in this role uses a lot

activities, etc.

interaction, with the teacher at the front

students doing individual seatwork. In Phase

drama were implemented. Therefore,
students could have been

to beginning the

method include very minimal ways of

traditional teaching

interaction, paper

do not include

se.

Core French classroom prior

way of teaching that was

that

of

of student activity and

and not necessarily the influence of drama per

No drama was used
traditional

difficult to separate the effect

of other active and interactive strategies

drama. Findings from the thesis
interaction

It is

it is

Two,

of the class and the

interactive strategies through

difficult to separate the fact that

more motivated through

interactive

and collaborative

approaches to teaching as opposed to the use of drama.

Outline of Remainder of the Document
Chapter One described the background of the problem being studied.

Some

students enrolled in the Core French program are not motivated to use their

French oral communication

skills.

This chapter reviewed

and explained why the use of drama
significance to me.

described

how my

It

illustrated

were introduced.

my

my

is

of

and love of the second language.

It

university and beginning years as a

interest in the subject.

benefits of using

personal background

Core French classroom

inspiration

experiences during

professional have enhanced

was explained, and

my

in the

my

drama

The

in the junior

rationale for the study

Core French classroom
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Chapter
It

Two

is

a review of related literature involving drama and French.

explains in detail the rationale for French in the Ontario curriculum, including

the

enhancement of communicative competence and

for

drama

in the

Ontario curriculum

is

A rationale

described, and literature focusing on oral

communication and student motivation
between drama and theatre

cultural content.

is

examined. In addition, the distinction

in education is reviewed.

A summary of the grade 5

Ontario Curriculum expectations provided by of the Ontario Ministry of

Education for both French and drama explains what students are required to

and

know

how expectations are connected to topics of study. The chapter also discusses

a recent shift in emphasis in French f)edagogy and the changing role of the teacher

French classroom. Finally,

in today's

this chapter explains different

methods, and with research-based evidence, identifies

improved motivation and enhanced

oral

how they

communication

in

drama

relate to

second language

acquisition.

Chapter Three describes the methodology and procedures related
research.

It

to the

explains specific research processes used and focuses on such

important issues as triangulation and establishing credibility. The selection of the

site

and description of the participants involved

process of obtaining informed consent from
presented.

The chapter explains

all

that there are

in the study are presented.

The

parties involved in the study is

two phases

to the study, the first

phase including lessons with no drama and the second phase including lessons
with drama. Descriptions of a lesson from Phase

One and Phase Two

are

described so that the reader understands typical student experiences in the study.
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Finally, the process

of data collection and recording and instrumentation used are

described.

Chapter Four describes the research

results.

The findings from

all

the

instrumentation tools used and a comparison of findings from both phases are

summarized.
Chapter Five incorporates basic information from the preceding chapters

and a review of the objectives of the study. Material presented in the different
chapters

drama

is

used as reference to support the conclusions made about the use of

in the

second language classroom. There

significant trends

practice, theory,

and

results

is

a discussion including

of the research conducted. Finally, implications for

and further research are outlined.
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CHAPTER TWO: REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
As

a second language teacher,

how do you encourage

students to enjoy

learning the French language?

How do you not only improve students'

communication

encourage students to participate actively and stay

motivated?
that will

skills but also

How do you design a Core

engage students

in

French program to ensure a curriculum

academic learning? One answer

might be to implement drama as a teaching/learning
critical

oral

tool.

to these questions

This chapter provides a

and integrative examination of research about the topic of study.
Rationale for French in the Ontario Curriculum

"The
is

ability to

communicate

one of Canada's two

in

French

official langviages

and

is

world" (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1998b,
the Ontario Curriculum for French is the

communication

skills in

aim

is

a valuable

skill,

because French

also widely used around the

p. 2).

Among the many

goals of

to help students "develop basic

French and an understanding of the nature of the

language, as well as em appreciation of French culture in Canada and in other

parts

of the world" (Ontario Ministry of Education,

"Second language learning

is

p. 2).

an essential component of a formal

education" (Canadian Association for Second Language Teachers, 2005, para. 4).

The Ontario Curriculum: French as a Second Language-Core French, grades 48, offers

many

reasons

why second language

learning in general

is

valuable.

Research confirms that knowledge of a second language strengthens
language

skills,

and

that the ability to

first-

speak two or more languages

generally enhances problem-solving and reasoning skills, the capacity for
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creative thinking,

and the

ability to respect

(Ontario Ministry of Education, 1998b, p.

The expectations of the Ontario curriculum
strategies (such as facial expressions,

and familiar words)

make

to

and understand other cultures

2).

state that "students

body language,

should develop

pictures, intonation, context,

deduce the meaning of new second language words and

sense of spoken language"

(p. 8).

Drama might be used

to

meeting

to assist in

these expectations. According to O'Neill and Lambert (1990) "drama has

considerable potential as a process with wide educational implications within the

school curriculum"

learning

is to

(p. 15).

Mollica (1998) found that the value of language

provide students with skills that enable them to communicate orally

with speakers of another language and with people of other nationalities
also learned this language.

Through drama, students might develop an

who have

interest

and

motivation for communicative learning.

Communicative Competence
It

can be stated that "communicative competence happily remains the goal

of most language classes" (Stem, 1983,

p. 9).

Research has acknowledged several

understandings of communicative competence.

Omaggio (1993)

"communicative competence has been defined as the

communicative

setting" (p. 4).

It is

reported that

ability to function in a truly

the ability to take risks in a second language

and use one's knowledge of vocabulary and grammar to converse with others.

Omaggio

believed that "the use of gestures, intonation, and facial expression also

contributes to communicative competence" (p. 4).
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Savignon's (as cited in Omaggio, 1993) discussion of communicative

competence makes reference
performance. "Competence

Only performance

is

between competence and

to the difference

what one knows. Performance

is

observable, however, and

it is

those involved.

It

makes

is relative

(p. 5).

Additionally,

and depends on the cooperation of all

sense, then, to speak of degrees of communicative

competence" (Savignon as cited
that learning a

what one does.

only through performance that

competence can be developed, maintained, and evaluated"
"communicative competence

is

in

Omaggio,

p. 5).

Hence,

it

could be anticipated

second language involves students performing orally with one

another in an interactive learning environment. Students need the opportimity to

use their communicative abilities to express themselves. Consequently, because
the key to comprehension

and

oral production is the acquisition

of vocabulary,

teachers should provide students with several different opportunities to acquire

language fluency (Omaggio).

Cultural Content

An opportunity

to

enhance language fluency

is

created by presenting

material related to cultural content within the second language program.

and Savignon (1987) reported

forum

for

that cultural content in the curriculum

Bems

can provide a

communicative language development. Cultural content can also
environment for the emotional and

provide

Jin

in their

language program that

is

involvement of students

a necessary stimulus for language learning

(L^kin, 1998). Gibbs (2001 ) reported
therefore the foundation

intellectual

that "an attitude that celebrates diversity is

upon which a school can be culturally transformed and
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the principle around which

all

school change efforts are organized" (p. 35).

Leavitt (1997) believes that "language

transmission of culture"

(p. 20).

able to present and convey

is

of course, a major vehicle for the

Ultimately, through language, individuals are

meaning

The Canadian Association

(Leavitt).

for

Second Language Teachers (CASLT)

is

an

organization that "promotes the advancement of second language teaching

throughout Canada by creating opportunities for professional development, by

encouraging research and by facilitating the sharing of information and the

exchange of ideas among second language educators" (CASLT, 2005, para.

6).

According to CASLT, students should "develop a respect for the importance of
languages and the diversity of culture"

(CASLT, 2005.

para. 6).

"The Core French

program offers students a valuable educational experience and the opportunity
develop a basic usable

command of the French

to

language that can be expanded

through further study or contact with French-speaking people" (Ontario Ministry

of Education, 1998b,

p. 2).

According to Leavitt (1997),

"cultural

immersion

through drama methodology provides the contexts in which language acquisition

is

richly nurtured" (p. 101).

Rationale for

Drama

in the

Ontario Curriculum

Neelands (1984) characterized the many benefits of using drama

in the

classroom:

a)

it

establishes a partnership between the teacher and group; b)

the investment being

made by

process and an art-form; d)

it

all

those involved; c)

it

is

it

defines

both a learning

provides a reference point for dealing with
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problems; and e)

comment and

it

initiates

reflect, in

dialogue which enables participants to

a productive and positive way, on what happened

in the classroom, (p. 145)

Drama assists

in increasing all stages

of student development.

encouraging motivational advantage of drama in the classroom
different learning characteristics,

An

is that it

addresses

from the gifted learner to the learning disabled

to the slower learners. Leavitt (1997) believes that "the current literature stresses

the importance of providing language learners with

directly with a target language" (p. 35).

more opportunities

Because drama involves

to interact

interaction,

Gibbs (2001) reported "those students, even those considered being slow

becoming motivated when able

to

work with peers"

(p. 20).

learners,

Hundert (1996)

reported "significant improvement on self-concept measures of both

institutionalized

and non-institutionalized children involved

behaviour-handicapped pupils showing the largest gain"
reported significant gains in self-concept

among

in

drama, with

(p. 89).

Hundert (1993)

emotionally disturbed grade 4

and 5 students following a program of social awareness training through drama.
Primarily,

drama

invites children with all learning styles to retain

information presented. According to Myers and Philbin (1991),

90% of the things we do, 50% of the things we
and

10% of the things we

stated that "children

show

see,

30% of the

hear. Describing the benefits

us, before they

come

we remember
things

we

read,

of drama, Neelands

to school

and also

later

(

1

984)

on when

they tackle learning tasks out of school, that they learn best by making and doing"

(p. 2).
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A good drama program promotes expression of all kinds.
free

It

encourages the

flow of language and the opportunity to exercise and direct students'

emotions, opinions, and attitudes. Not only does

it

promote collaborative

groupings within which students must share ideas, develop sensitivity towards
others,

and respect differing points of views, but also

it

enhances listening

skills,

strengthens concentration, and generally improves a student's ability to

communicate. Additionally, drama immerses students

in decision-making,

arguing, explaining, sequencing, reporting, problem solving, and interviewing.

Neelands (1984) stated that drama
emotions of students as well as

is

practical

their intellect.

through drama are further supported

and immediate, and engages the

The

characteristics developed

in the experiential

and collaborative group

process.

Experiential

and Interactive Learning

Drama

is

experiential, active learning.

"Drama

is

essentially social

involves contact, communication and the negotiation of meaning" (O'Neill

Lambert, 1990,

p. 13).

In drama, children actively explore

thoughts, values, and feelings.

human

Drama

is

exjjeriences and situations are portrayed;

new

&

their

a form of action in which aspects of

experiences and situations through enactment.
take a

and express

and

it

is

When

an exploration of
children are challenged to

perspective in an imagined context, they are stimulated to represent

their experience

and learning through drama. Foreign language teachers have

observed for some time

how

students use the target language to fantasize. Alatis,

Stem, and Strevens (1993) reported that students given the freedom

to say
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whatever they wished in a

be found

in

new language

could create dialogues that would never

a textbook.

Hundert (1996) reported

that "in

drama, students learn about themselves

and others by creating characters and situations"

example

that allows students this opportunity.

(p. 14).

The use of tableau

is

one

During tableau work students

discuss subject matter under study, prepare, and present material in an embodied

form (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1998a). Simulations are a more open-ended
form of unscripted role-playing

component

that Leavitt (1997) reported as a relevant

second language learning. Through simulations, students interpret

to

and communicate meaning using oral
of Education,
1984),

shows

p. 2).

of communication (Ontario Ministry

"Research into communicative language teaching (Brumfit,

that the

most

effective language learning occurs

approaches and strategies mirror
is

skills

real-life

communication"

when

(Leavitt, p. 45).

associated with the figurative illustration of real-life experience

its

interactive nature

(McCammon,

teaching

Drama

compounded by

2003).

Oral Communication

Drama

is

useful for developing

communication

skills.

Drama can improve

a student's ability to communicate both verbally and nonverbally (Ontario
Ministry of Education, 1984). The Ontario Ministry of Education (1998a) states
that "to teach

drama

is to

guide children through experiences that allow them to

imagine, explore, enact, communicate and then reflect upon, ideas, concepts, and
feelings" (p. 9). Lin (2005) found that dramatization

is

a source of scaffolding for

language learning. "Dramatization leads students to develop symbolic
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representation,

which

is

the

same concept children

the alphabetic principle" (p. 2).

classroom
oral

is

clearly to

communication

One purpose of using drama

implement

skills in the

Drama provides

require in order to understand

in the

strategies that will result in

French

enhancing students'

French language.

students with a meaningful environment where they can

practice oral reading repeatedly to develop understanding, pronunciation,

articulation

of words. Lin (2005) found that drama helped students acquire the

knowledge of word order, phrasing, and punctuation

meaning of a written sentence. Lin found research

drama

and

in literacy education

and also found

that

that contributed to the

studies regarding the use of

drama

creates motivation for

students to participate while facilitating students' responses in reading instruction.

New vocabularies presented

in

a drama context provided students opportunities to

acquire meaning visually, aurally, and kinesthetically.

A study conducted by a group of teachers from British Columbia (Carr,
1999) demonstrated that special needs students benefited from drama strategies
during a teacher research project that explored
teaching.

The study affirmed

new methods of interactive

that "interaction, performance, songs, chants,

rhymes provide valuable language and pronunciation practice
certain increase in confidence about speaking French" (p. 10).

the pupils, interested

them

in the subject matter, led

the world around them, and motivated

Stiident Motivation in the

A primary

them

them

and

that often leads to a

Drama

involved

to see its relevance to

to learn.

French Classroom

focus of the French teacher should be to create an atmosphere
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of learning that will motivate students to enhance their learning. Gardner's (1993)
socio-educational model of second language acquisition stressed that motivation

is

one variable important

in

that if the "student likes the

[sic] will

second language acquisition. Lapkin (1998) stated
language he

[sic] will learn

much more

be more motivated, and more interested in the course"

Motivation

is

easily,

he

(p. 238).

supported by attitudes toward the learning situation.

Gardner (1993) presented four motivational orientations which favour
interactive

pedagogy:

a) a reason for learning, b) a desire to attain the learning

goal, c) a positive attitude

These conditions

toward the learning

all relate to

engage the students'

interest.

drama. The

Drama

situation,

initial

and d)

effortfial

behavior.

step in attaining motivation

is to

appeals to the children's feelings. The

children are stirred emotionally and thereby motivated to seek knowledge and
establish the detail necessary to subsequent dramatic involvement (Cook, 2000).

Motivation

is

the key to a successful French learning environment as

participation, thus

enhancing students' oral communication

Research supports

my belief that participation

in

it

increases

skills.

drama

is

a highly

motivating tool that helps reinforce a wide range of skills. Rijnbout (2003) stated
that

drama

is

responsible for

many

depth learning and enhanced study

valuable educational outcomes: in-

skills,

enabling students to experience

deeply a variety of subject matters, helping young people gain a powerful
understanding of humanity, increasing empathy and increasing
awareness,

critical

(p. 6)

Research conducted by Edward and Craig (1990) on the effect of drama on
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students'

their

knowledge and

engagement

communication

in

attitudes presented testimonials

of students

who enjoyed

drama, learned a good deal of French, and increased their oral

skills.

Distinction Between

Drama and

Drama should

not be equated with theatre. In drama, students enact roles

in order to explore various facets

pedagogical aim

is

Theatre in Education

of an imagined event (Hundert, 1996). The

enhanced learning, with performance for an audience neither

the immediate nor distant goal (Hundert). In theatre, however, concern shifts to

formal presentation.

Knowing

in

advance precisely what they will be doing during

a performance, students devote considerable time to rehearsing for repeatable
presentation.

Morgan and Saxton (1987)

theatre (performance)

stated that "the difference

and classroom drama

is

between

that in theatre everything is

contrived so that the audience gets the kicks. In the classroom the participants get

the kicks" (p.

and

1).

Way (1967) also acknowledged the difference between drama

theatre. "Theatre is largely

and an audience: drama
irrespective

is

concerned with communication between actors

largely concerned with experience

by the

of any function of communication to an audience"

and Booth (2003) stated

that "both theatre

participants,

(p. 3).

and drama must preserve

their

and become a place where self-creation, imagination, and dialogue are
possible;

where the engagement of people

be generated"

urgency

still

productive conflict and thought can

(p. 113).

Summary
In the

in

Gallagher

new

of Grade 5 Ministry of Education Expectations for French
Ontario Core French curriculum, there must be a strong
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emphasis on helping students develop the oral communication

they

skills

need to

understand and interact with others, to express themselves clearly with
confidence, and to use the various media to communicate their

Ministry of Education, 1998b,

p. 8).

Language-Core French, grades 4-8

own

ideas (Ontario

The Ontario Curriculum: French as a Second
states that teachers

should give students numerous opportimities to use French for real

purposes and in real situations; for example: listening to French spoken by
live

and recorded voices, and by people of different ages; speaking

different accents

and

at different rates;

materials, personal concerns

and

in

discussing subject matter, reading

interests;

conducting surveys and

interviews; preparing and giving oral presentations; and playing roles in

dramatizations and simulations, (p. 8)

Students should also be exposed to the French culture in order to develop and
gain an appreciation of the language.

There are several overall expectations of the Ontario curriculum for
French as a second language. The following outline the specific expectations for
the grade 5

Core French

oral

communication component. According

to

The

Ontario Curriculum: French as a Second Language-Core French grades 4-8
(Ontario Ministry of Education. 1998b), by the end of Grade

5,

students will:

-

follow and give basic classroom instructions;

-

ask simple questions, and ask for repetition to clarify understanding;

-

use visual and verbal cues to understand and convey the meaning of

familiar material;
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-

use some conventions of oral language

to speak

and

(e.g..

pronunciation, intonation)

to understand in familiar contexts;

using simple but complete sentences;

-

respond to oral

-

give an oral presentation of five to ten sentences in length

texts,

(e.g.,

description of clothing);

-

make simple

revisions to oral language in form and content (e.g.,

and gender), using resources and feedback from the teacher and

number

their

peers, (p. 14)

Summary

of Grade 5 Ministry of Education Expectations for

The purpose of instruction
to respond, perform,

in the arts is to help students

and create (Richard. Garvey. Golightly,

Students must be given the opportunity to
are responding to and their experiences.

reflect

on

different

illustration or

is

ways

that they

(Richard

They must be given

many

skills to create

al.).

they

the opportunity to

et al.). In

it

is

through

drama, performing

spectators. Rather,

drama techniques, and performing

or large group of individuals (Richard et

drama techniques and

& Wamsley, 2006).

make connections between what

an oral or a written reflection (Richard

personal exploration, using

develop the ability

can respond to a situation, whether

not about a big presentation involving

Drama

it

involves

to or with a small

Students are encouraged to use

by using

their imagination

and input

et al.).

Expectations from the Ontario curriculum for the arts for grade 5 drama

and dance demonstrate intersections between drama and French language
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instruction.

For example, according to The Ontario Curriculum: The Arts, grades

1-8, (1998a),

-

by the end of grade 5 drama students are required

explain drama techniques

(e.g.,

to:

body language, group formations) and

use them to convey information and feelings; create characters and portray

their

motives and decisions through speech

movement
-

(e.g.,

hand gestures,

(e.g.,

vocabulary, volume) and

facial expressions,

rehearse and perform small-group

and pace);

drama presentations drawn from

novels, poems, stories, plays, and other source materials;

-

and sounds from other subjects

select words, visual images,

in the

curriculum for interpretation and dramatization;
-

identify the elements of drama that are best suited for

specific subject or

-

theme

in

conveying a

drama.

demonstrate the ability to sustain concentration in drama

transitions

between tableaux),

The objectives presented

(p.

(e.g.,

by adding

65)

in the Ontario

curriculum expectations for

French and drama are compatible. They relate to one another because students

in

both areas are required to rehearse and perform, convey meaning and
interpretation

of text through different forms, and respond to material through oral

presentation. These connections suggest a mutually beneficial relationship

between the drama and the Core French curriculum

A Shift in

Emphasis

From my conversations with
carries negative connotations.

The

in

at the

grade 5 level.

French Pedagogy

adults and parents, second language study

instruction

of French has sometimes meant
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memorizing words out of a textbook, an emphasis on grammar (such as the
mastery of verb conjugation), and the completion of endless grammar
assignments and vocabulary tests (Franklin

& Allen, 2004, p. 2). Presently, as

second language learning has become more practical, a
pencil learning in French toward a

Lapkin (1998) reported

paper and

more commimicative approach has been made.

that the "curriculum [has]

the mastery of language as a fixed

shift fi-om

moved away from emphasizing

body of structured elements and vocabulary,

towards a process-oriented view that value[s] language as a resource for

communication"

(p.

239).

Martha Semmer, a second language education

specialist in Breckenridge,

Colorado, "proposed that interpersonal communication

French instruction, with the
realistic

result that strategies

is

currently emphasized in

implemented are much more

than ones used in former instructional methods and consequently

relevant to student experiences" (Franklin

& Allen, 2004, p. 2). Lapkin (1998)

reported that "the National Core French Study

multidimensioneil

students'

own

FSL curriculum (LeBlanc,

fields

(NCFS) recommended a

1990),

its

content rooted in the

of experience, with language study, and cultural and general

education integrated within a communicative-experiential framework"

"What used

to be a struggle to demonstrate students'

memorization

is

more

now

(p. 239).

knowledge through

an attempt to express themselves effectively and

demonstrate language understanding" (Franklin

& Allen, p. 2).

During the past 2 decades, many second language teachers have turned

away from a

trjiditional "rote"

approach to second language instruction

in order to
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discover more creative and effective ways of helping their students improve their

communication

skills

(Krashen, 1983). Elementary school second language

teachers are increasingly finding both

drama and

theatre to be important

and

effective educational tools (Erdman, 1991).

We must learn to use the tools of the theatre to help our students create
not just their

where

own drama,

their experiences matter;

voices matter. (Gallagher

where

culture; a culture

their questions matter;

where

their

& Booth, 2003, p. 95)

The Changing Role of the French Teacher

An

own

but also produce their

in the

French Classroom

important factor in second language learning

and Speirs (2002) found that "teachers must determine

is

the teacher. Gaudelius

how to

connect ideas and

concepts from different areas of study in the construction of curriculum that has a

purpose"

(p. 171). Alatis et al.

(1993) found that

the second language teacher should be able to use the target language in a

communicative way,

that

communicative situations
their

own

is,

way

such a

that

he or she

is

able to initiate

in the classroom, assist the learners in finding

learning goals and methods, and encourage understanding and

use of the foreign language,

It is

in

the teacher's role to

make

(p.

155)

sure that each student

is

heard and to promote the

involvement of all participants (Leavitt, 1997).

Lapkin (1998) reported that

teaching entails "involving oneself,

eflFective

becoming a

interacting with the learning experience, and

today's

Core French classroom, the teacher

is

participant" (p. 28). In

very often a facilitator rather than
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an instructor. Alatis

et al.

(1993) believed that "language teaching for

communication requires a teacher who regards himself
adviser,

[sic]

as a facilitator,

and counselor rather than as an instructor and assessor"

(p.

53).

1

The

teacher sets up learning situations, keeps the students on task, and helps them to

work

in

French (Canadian Parents for French, 2005,

p. 4).

In every classroom a variety of learning styles

not

all

styles.

students learn in the

must be addressed. Since

same way. the teacher should appeal

Omaggio (1993) found

to all learning

that "people tend to learn best through

combination of sensory modalities"

(p. 63).

Although students learn

one or a

in different

ways, one of the reconmiendations for teachers instructing a second language

is

to

educate in ways that will directly help students to improve their oral

communication

skills.

The aim

is

that teachers will help their students

comfortable in using the target language (Krashen, 1983) or
ability to

communicate

in the

become

at the least

have the

language well enough that they feel comfortable

the teaching/learning situation (Carr, 1999).

in

The use of drama accomplishes these

goals in an encouraging way.

It is

essential that teachers use a variety

of teaching styles

in the

second

language classroom in order to meet the needs of diversified learners. Krashen (as
cited in Alatis et

al.,

1993) believes that

method of instruction, we are doing

if

we

provide teachers with only one

the teachers a disservice. Alatis et

al.

therefore reported that "the teacher will be unprepared for change and will not

have the

flexibility

needed

to adapt to

new situations"

(p. 128).

The use of drama
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in the

classroom adds to the repertoire of methods available to teachers of French

and other second languages.
Literature supports the notion that beliefs and attitudes proposed for the

successful teaching of drama mirror the qualities of successful French teachers.

"The

role

of the drama teacher

is

to create

and

select learning areas

appropriate to each class; to gain trust of the pupil so that they

may

which

reveal their

imaginings, to extend the area of their experience..." (Linnell, 1982, p.

Gallagher and Booth (2003) found that teaching, like acting,

is

are

8).

ultimately about

communicating, about the great desire to communicate. French teachers must

combine the expectations of the curriculum with appropriate techniques
to

enhance their lesson presentations and captivate

in order

their student audience.

The Benefits of Group Work for Students

Stem (1983) suggested
to invite

that a "language teacher as a person

and encourage communication"

this proposal is

interactive

(p.

352).

An

interactive

must be able

way

to foster

through the implementation of drama, because drama entails

methods of communication. Bems and Savignon (1987) found

that

classroom activity should require pair or group work, which encourages students
to

become more

actively involved.

The use of small-group and paired

communicative practice has several advantages
practice allows students

much more

in building oral proficiency.

class time for the

development of oral

Such

skills,

since everyone produces language during group work, whereas only one student

at

a time can speak or interact with the teacher

format (Omaggio, 1993,

p.

250).

in

a large-group instructional

Booth and Lundy (1985)

stated that "group
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activities give students the opportunity to

speak and

give and take at

listen: to

appropriate times and to lead and follow in significant ways"

Drama
(OTNleill

(p. 47).

involves contact, communication, and the negotiation of meaning

& Lambert,

1990). "Opportunities

must be provided

for active

communicative interaction among students" (Omaggio, 1993,
found that "group

activities provide

abandoned,

it

is

it

is

among

students in the classroom" (p.

not a recommendation that whole class instruction be

interesting that "learners

small group activities took significantly

who were targeted

for individual practice in small groups"

(Omaggio,

Booth and Lundy (1985) found

that "group

in the classroom,

making students

another and less defensive"
their environment, they

(p. 47). If Core

may be more

feel

development reduces the level

French students

freely

let

down

feel

comfortable in

French dialogue among peers.

welcome

their ideas

and used by the group. Booth and Lundy reported that
comfortable enough to

do get more opportunities

more comfortable with one

likely to use

of make-believe, where individuals can see

turns than they did

p. 81).

O'Neill and Lambert (1990) suggested that students

feel

for observation in

more conversational

in teacher-centered activities, suggesting that students

of threat

Omaggio

a small sampling of formats that increase

opportunities for communicative interaction

257). Although

250).

p.

the safe

and suggestions accepted
"it is

only

when

their protective shields that they

and constructively with new stimuli"

(p. 47).

framework

students

can interact

Omaggio (1993) affirmed

"working with peers takes some of the pressure off students,

who

often feel

intimidated by the need to perform in front of the whole class" (p. 250).

that
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Krashen and Terrell (1983) also described

communication through

oral

acquisition activities such as grouping techniques.

The

strategies included are: (a)

restructuring, (b) one-centered, (c) unified group, (d) dyads, (e) small groups,

(f)

large groups (Krashen

move

and

& Terrell). Restructuring activities require students to

about the classroom and interact with each other. One-centered activities

are concentrated

on a single volunteer but involve the

entire class.

The use of one-

centered activities allows highly verbal students the oppwrtimity to be leaders and

demonstrate their linguistic ability or give shy students a chance to demonstrate

(Krashen

their skills effectively

& Terrell).

the group are involved in a joint activity.

every

member must

In the unified group, all

The

members of

central point of this approach is that

participate in the activity in order for the activity to

be

successful (Krashen

& Terrell). Dyads involve the students working in pairs and

are said to allow for

more

interpersonal

Additionally, these activities allow for

time allotted by the teacher (Krahsen
are

common

commimication between the

participants.

more opportunities of speech within

& Terrell).

Finally, small

activities that assist the learners in their

the

and large groups

language acquisition.

Cross-Curricular Connections Between French and Drama/Theatre

Core French

is

Programs designed so
second language

among

an integral part of the elementary school curriculum.

that

elements from other subject areas are integrated into

activities help students recognize

ideas, people,

and things and

connections and relationships

relate their learning to the

world within and

outside the school (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1998b). Using

drama

in

learning French as a second language can connect two curriculum areas. "The link
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between drama and other curricular outcomes can be dynamic" (O'Neill
Lambert, 1990.
as tableau,

Terms)

p.

1

7).

This connection

mime, improvisation, and

that create

is

&

a result of various forms of drama-such

role-play (see

Appendix

M for Glossary of

an enjoyable and exciting learning environment. Stinson and

Freebody (2006) suggested
speaking differently"

that

"working in role provides enjoyable reasons for

(p. 195).

A clear connection exists between French and drama guidelines.
roles in dramatizations

facial expressions,

Playing

and simulations, as well as developing strategies (such as

body language,

pictures, intonation, context,

and familiar

words) to deduce the meaning of new words and to make sense of spoken
language are expectations of the Ontario Curriculum for French as a Second

Language

that invite dramatic approaches.

"Taking on role also provides students

with the opportunity to experiment with vocabulary, register

develop speech patterns" (Stinson

& Freebody, 2006, p.

new words, and

195).

According

to

Ontario Curriculum: French as a Second Language, Core French, grades

The

4-8,

(1998b), "there must be a strong emphasis on helping students develop the oral

communication

skills they

need to understand and

interact with others, to express

themselves clearly and with confidence, and to use various media to communicate
their

own

ideas" (p. 8). Accordingly,

drama

is

an instrumental tool for second

language development that meets curriculum expectations as outlined by the
curriculum.

Drama games and
improve

their

exercises enhance motivation and allow students to

communication

skills in French.

Neelands

(

1

984) recognized that
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drama games

are very beneficial for both teachers and students. In terms

language acquisition,

Bems and Savignon

games provides an opportunity
specific language functions

(Neelands,

and are useful

Games

are also useful

in restricted space or

with "wild" groups

p. 60).

Games

that require role-playing

awareness.

"Drama

involved in

many

p. 54).

skills" (p. 212).

grammar,

serve as icebreakers for insecure

initially to build trust/confidence,

teachers/learners,

(1987) found that "the very structure of

for learners to practice vocabulary,

and other

of

Games

encourage dramatic behaviour and

exercises, such as role-play, require students to

different types

become

of speaking and listening roles" (Leavitt, 1997,

involving role-play stress different developmental activities-

movement, exercise of the imagination, or language
that the inclusion

play.

Erdman (1991) found

of a wide variety of learning games, creative assignments,

physical exercises, and

drama activities

featuring everything from

hand puppets to

folk music in the core of his foreign language curriculum served an important

function in his students' learning.

Using
the

Drama

to

Improve Student Motivation and Oral Communication

in

French classroom

Drama can
language.

Cook

increase students' positive attitudes toward learning a different

(2(X)0) discovered that "the use

have shown significant behavioural and

of role-play and dramatic play

attitudinal

change

encouraging foreign language use in the classroom"
that the use

in

(p. 48).

such situations as

Stem (1983) believed

of "role-play and simulation have been proven to be effective"

(p.
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1

56).

Cook used drama to encourage

communicate

their understanding

student motivation and help children

of language with other children of different

learning styles.

"Performing

arts

McCammon (2003),

motivate kids," stated

motivation spills over into their regular classes
disciplined in their lives" (p. 81).

curricula, attitudinal

-

they

"and this

become more confident and

When drama was combined

with French

and motivational dimensions were enhanced, which

consequently improved the students' knowledge of the French language.
Ultimately,

drama

as a motivational instrument

made a difference by changing the

negative attitudes of students toward French to a positive, enthusiastic, and
entertaining experience in learning and

communicating

Another example demonstrating

that

drama

in a

in the

second language.

French classroom

increased students' motivation involves the exploration of student identity and

expression of opinions and feelings. Learning through drama gives students an
opportimity to find the relevancy of their class

exciting

way

to others (Beehner, 1990).

creative expression,

and imagination.

work and communicate

Drama gives opportunities

It is

it

in

an

for reflection,

seen "as a means of providing children

with a structured opportunity for reflection, interpretation, and thoughtful active
exploration" (Neelands,

1

984,

p. 76).

Consequently, students are more likely to

adapt to a subject and establish an interest in

it.

Stinson and Freebody (2006) stated that using drama in the second

language classroom provides "for various types of interaction and opportunities
for

many language

functions to

come

into play"

and "allows participants

to use
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language purposefully in a variety of situations and to accomplish a variety of
tasks" (p. 195).

Erdman (1991) used improvisation

in his

French classroom with

successful outcomes: "The classroom atmosphere during the

rehearsal

was supportive and non-threatening, because

few weeks of

their roles also offered the

chance for creative costuming, expression and improvisation -

and repetition did not seem

like

an unpleasant task"

(p. 14).

.

.

.memorization

Children found

improvisation very attractive because they could respond actively by naturally
incorporating their play activities and knowledge into the French context.

Improvisation

students'

is

one example of using drama

communication

skills.

in the

classroom that could enhance

Gallagher and Booth (2003) stated that

improvisation, text exploration, movement, theatre craft, and presentation are

significant parts

of the whole learning experience.

In a study conducted in British Columbia, teachers used

FSL

classroom.

The curriculum encouraged teachers

that contextual ized

to

drama

in their

choose curriculum strands

French and met the students' commimicative needs. Lapkin

(1998) found that "weaker students enjoyed the French program and found the
curriculum non-threatening because they could relate to

Using Theatre

to

it" (p.

49).

Improve Student Motivation and Oral Communication

in the

French Classroom
"Teaching language through theatre opens

new windows

to the

meaning of

language because the theatrical process reveals culture and thought as part of a
natural language acquisition" (Leavitt, 1997, p. 65).

The following accounts

describe reports of improved learning through a theatrical approach.

Erdman
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(1991) had great success with an original play written by him for a combined
class

play

which included fourth and

was about childhood

The process of learning

fifth

graders in their

year of Spanish. The

first

situations that students in elementary school encounter.

the play included repetition,

movement, improvisation,

and memorization. The repetition served a more important educational function:

It

helped the student actors to internalize and master elements of the spoken
language.

It

was found

students were

that

many months

after the play's

performance, the

able to actively recall and use not only their

still

their fellow actors' dialogue.

own

lines but also

"Even more impressively, the students were able

take idiomatic pieces of their spoken lines and recombine

them

into

to

new

sentences that contained the same essential grammatical structure but different

vocabulary" (Erdman,

became a

p. 13). Additionally, listening

"joyftil exercise" since the students

Spanish narration in order to
action,

and speak

their lines

know when

to

comprehension

activities

had to pay careful attention

make

to the

their entrances, dramatize the

(Erdman). In conclusion, these accounts suggested

that learning through active participation in theatre aided in the

expansion of students' communication

development and

skills.

Another study conducted by Prince (2000) examined the role of theatrical
performance

in the

second language classroom. Prince described ways

theatre help)ed to teach vocabulary

A group of second

in

which

and grammar and expanded student dialogue.

language and other interested teachers

at

Edmund Burke

School began to study the possibility of practicing spoken language through
simulations performed in front of a theatre

set.

The whole process of
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performance-including the preparation of backdrops, costumes, and rehearsalsincreased students' excitement about the subject matter.

began to practice eagerly the dialogues

in their books.

As

a result, students

"They

also learned

vocabulary to discuss characters and emotions. They acquired a
(the passe

needed

it

compose), not because

it

was presented

for their performance" (Prince, p. 264).

opportunities to use other

grammar

textbook work, inftised

it

new verb

in their text, but

tense

because they

The play provided many

structures such as the past and imperfect

The outcome of this process was

tenses.

new

that "students

extended the scope of their

with excitement, modernity, personal opinions, and had

a good dose of play and fun" (Prince, p. 264). The experience of theatrical
pjerformance suggested that language teaching provided students with

more

opportunities for skill-based performance that addressed their interests and

abilities.

Tribes:

A

Possible Approach to Connecting French

and Drama

in the

Classroom
Scarcella, Andersen,

which

and Krashen (1990) found

that "cooperative tasks,

foster equal participation, are particularly well-designed for creating real

communication among students"

(p. 348).

An example of a community

program incorjwrating a variety of collaborative group learning
currently implemented in

my

school board

is

Tribes.

Used

building

strategies

in the

French

classroom. Tribes has had a positive impact on the teaching/learning community.

The Tribes approach

is

a series of different interactive activities

created to help promote inclusion and collaborative learning

which were

among

students.

It is
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a "process

-

a

way

to establish a positive culture for learning

development throughout a school community" (Gibbs, 2001,

program uses collaboration

to plan

and

raise

linked to collaborative activities

peer learning tasks

is

The Tribes

among

that students' motivation

and

to participate enthusiastically in educational activities,

is

p. 11).

academic achievement.

Gibbs (2001), the founder of Tribes, discovered

success,

and human

to achieve

students.

academic

Promoting the use of

important. Gibbs found that mixed-ability and other small

collaborative learning groups encourage interactions

among

students in

which

everyone contributes to the learning process. Tribes relates directly to both drama

and second language acquisition. Leavitt (1997) found
for second language learning.

Pantomime

is

that

pantomime

also used in the Tribes

is

relevant

program and

can effectively be used in the second language classroom. Students work

in

groups creating different movements and expressions about topics related to the
area of study in French. This activity builds students' communicative language

(Gibbs, p. 237).

Other collaborative Tribes strategies that incorporate drama and oral

communication are mime and
in

role-play. In role-play, for example, students

work

groups and might be given a phrase or situation on a card in French. Students

must role-play the message given on the

card.

"Novel

powerful strategy. The objective of this strategy

groups to

retell

is "to

in

an hour"

is

another very

work cooperatively

in small

a story by using drama, pictures, storytelling or other multiple

intelligences" (Gibbs, 2001, p. 297). In the strategy "Creative Storytelling,"

students use their vocabulary and knowledge of the language to create a story.
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Students must listen carefully to each other to continue the story. Each child has a

chance to participate. Overall, several Tribes strategies reveal distinct connections

between the French and drama curriculum.

Summary
Chapter
to the use

of Chapter

Two

Two has provided the rationale and overview of literatvire related

of drama in the French classroom.

It

has provided evidence of an

increase in communicative competence and student motivation in French

classrooms as a result of the drama experiences described.
grade 5 Ontario Curriculum expectations for French and
cross-curricular connections

drama and

theatre has

been

between both subject

illustrated.

areas.

A summary of the

Drama
The

An explanation of the

illustrated the

distinction

shift in

between

emphasis

in

French pedagogy and the changing role of the teachers in the French classroom

were presented.
Ultimately, research has demonstrated that

drama

integration is a lively

and enjoyable method of exploring and learning about French. Drama
encompasses motivational techniques

that inspire students to use their

imaginations and express themselves. Through drama, students have

demonstrated an increase

which children can learn

in oral

communication. Drama

to express

is

a form of art through

themselves in different ways.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES
The purpose of this study was

to determine

whether the use of drama

techniques as a teaching/learning tool increased students' oral communication and

motivation to learn in a grade 5 Core French classroom. Students' oral

communication
taught without

skills

and

drama and

interest level

(b) a

were observed during:

(a)

a French unit

French unit taught with drama.

Research Methodology and Design
Classroom research takes a number of forms.

It

can include quantitative

data based on systematic observation, experiments, testing, attitudinal research,

and the use of questionnaires.

It

can also include qualitative data based on

interviews, participant observation, and ethnographic approaches to life in

classrooms (Denscombe, 1995). According to Bramwell (1996), researchers of the
effects

of drama

in education are

work, which therefore makes

it

concerned with broad pictures of classroom

challenging for investigators to limit their research

tools to one specific type. For instance, both quantitative instruments

(questionnaires and rating checklists) and qualitative sources of information

(journals, interviews,

realized that a

and observation notes) were used in

mixed methodology was being used

this study.

in this study.

was

It

However, doing

so will help diminish the effects of my bias, provide credibility through

triangulation,

acquisition,

findings.

and focus on children's perceptions of their motivation and oral

and use quantitative data

Bramwell affirmed

appropriate.

that

we

The focus should be on

to either support or dispute the qualitative

use a variety of research methods

when

the usefiilness of data collected and the
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identification

and connections the information has

rather than strict adherence to

to the research questions,

one research approach.

A largely qualitative orientation was appropriate for this research study.
"Qualitative research uses a naturalistic approach that seeks to understand a

phenomenon

in context-specific settings" (Hoepfl, 1997, p. 3). Basically,

qualitative research uses the natural setting as the site of data collection.

Qualitative studies are "aimed at discovering the

individuals

who experience them and the

meaning events have

interpretations of those

for the

meanings by the

researcher" (Hoepfl. p. 3). Hoepfl reported that qualitative methods can be used

not only to better understand any
also to gain

gain

new

phenomenon about which

perspectives on things about which

more in-depth information

that

may be

much

difficult to

little is

yet

known, but

already known, or to

is

convey quantitatively

(p. 3).

Aspects of teacher-as-researcher were included in

of action research are present

in this

study because

it

this study.

had as

its

The aspects

goal the

involvement of a classroom teacher as researcher and the application of research
to educational

21).

problems

in a particular

classroom setting (Best

Classroom research has the potential

improvements

in schools.

their teaching; to explore

It

to

make

and sustained

gives educators opportunities to reflect on and assess

and

test

how eflFective new approaches
members; and

to generate genuine

& Kahn. 2006. p.

new

ideas,

methods, and materials; to assess

were; to share feedback with fellow team

decisions about which

curriculum, instruction, and assessment plans.

new approaches
"Its' [sic]

to include in

purpose

is to

improve
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school practices and at the same time to improve those

practices: to

who try to improve the

combine research processes, habits of thinking,

harmoniously with others, and professional

spirit"

(Best

ability to

work

& Kahn, p. 21).

Sagor (2005) identified four sequential research stages: clarifying vision

and

targets, articulating theory,

implementing and collecting data, and reflecting

on the data and planning informed action

(p. 6).

During

this research,

1

used

Sagor's four stages to conduct a clear and chronological research study.
exactly what

interactive

I

I

clarified

intended to do in this study in order to determine whether

drama techniques used

in the

motivation and oral communication

French classroom increase students'

skills.

By

explaining what

believe

I

is

the

approach with the greatest potential for achieving

my goals,

articulated a process for conducting this research.

During the implementation

phase.

I

collected data that

would be useful

During the reflection phase,
results

I

revisited

in

(Sagor, 2005)

I

have

answering the research questions.

my research questions and analyzed the

of the study.

An

important aspect of qualitative classroom research

is

the perspective

of

teacher-as-researcher. This persp)ective encourages teachers to revise
curriculum, improve their

work environment,

professionalize teaching, and

develop policy (Muijis. 2004). "The goal of Teacher Research
Practices' about teaching/learning into actual practice in

person

who does that

is

is

to put 'Best

your classroom.

And

you, the classroom teacher" (Muijis).

Establishing Credibility

As a major form of establishing credibility,

triangulation was used

the
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throughout the research study.

One form of triangulation

is

the use of muUiple

data collection techniques. Triangulation of data permits the verification of data

(Best

& Kahn, 2006, p. 269).

Wiersma and

Jurs (2005) reported that "one should

gather a wide variety of evidence for the purposes of triangulation" (p. 49).

Wiersma and

Jurs also reported that "as opposed to relying

on a single form of

evidence or perspective as the basis for findings, multiple forms of diverse and/or

redundant types of evidence are used to check the credibility of findings"
Qualitative studies typically

Triangulation in

(p. 55).

employ multiple forms of evidence (Hoepfl, 1997).

my study offered (a) perspectives

fi"om three different sources:

the student participants, a teacher/observer, and myself as teacher/researcher,

(b) five different types

notes,

of data: questiormaires, surveys, journal

and interviews (see Figure

The

1).

"Most

qualitative researchers try to

validity through triangulation" (Best

enhance

& Kahn, 2006, p. 271).

referred to as "the validity of the cause-and-effect inference"

2005.

entries, field

benefits of triangulation result in a stronger research design and

reliable findings.

p. 105).

Best and

Kahn

and

stated that the process

more

their internal

Internal validity is

(Wiersma

of triangulation

by which data are verified by agreement with other data obtained
sources, such as different researchers or data collectors (p. 271).

is

& Jurs,

the process

fi-om other

By combining

multiple observers, methods, and empirical materials, researchers can hope to

overcome the weakness or

intrinsic biases

method or single-observer

studies. Triangulation allows for

and the problems

that

come from

comparison of

single
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Figure

1.

The process of triangulation.

iriangulation Involving Mutipls Data Sources

Counselors -^

-& raculty

Students

Triangulation Involving Mutiple Data-Collection Procedures

Reviewing School
Records

Interx'iewing

Faculty

Obsea'ing Students

FIGURE

10.5

Triangulation (the Process of Qualitative Cross-Validation)

for the Social Interaction

Wiersma

& Jurs (2005. p. 26)

Example
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information to determine whether or not corroboration of evidence exists

(Wiersma

& Jurs).

Bramwell (1996) affirmed

that

"important to measure, observe and

it is

ask for accounts during and after the drama experience also

compare"

(p. 58). In this

-

and then to

study data were collected and comparisons made,

between lessons involving drama and lessons without drama from a variety of

& C), (b)

sources: (a) student self- and peer evaluations (see Appendixes A, B,

student questionnaires (see Appendixes D, E,
student interviews (see Appendixes

checklists and notes (see

comments

(see

credibility.

By

Appendix

Appendixes

J

& F), (c) student journal entries, (d)

G & H), (e) outside teacher observer
I),

and

(f)

teacher checklists and anecdotal

& K). Questionnaires were used to increase

using multiple forms of evidence and perspectives, a truer portrait

of a phenomenon was developed (Wiersma

& Jurs, 2005). When multiple types of

evidence are used to form opinions, more cross-checks are available to

test the

accuracy of interpretations. The use of triangulation in this study was very
beneficial, especially because

In terms

I

tried to

I

conducted an examination of my

of credibility, researcher bias

is

minimize the effects of researcher bias

specific script

when

I

classroom.

reasonably difficult to overcome.
in three

introducing research material to

instructed the observing teacher to verify that

own

(a)

my

ways.

First,

I

followed a

students. Second,

I

used positive interactions with

the students in both phases of the study and (b) did not influence the students'

behaviour or interview responses through

my

use of body language or vocal
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inflection. Third,

I

acquired information from the students and a teacher observer

as well as myself.

Selection of Site

The study took place
board.

The school

is

at a public

and Participants

elementary school in a large Ontario school

located in a middle class neighbourhood. There are 650

students and approximately 55 staff members in this

K-8 school. The majority of

students are Caucasian; however, there has been an increase in diversity

the student population over the past couple of years.

teacher improvement.

The

Many teachers take an active role

by regularly attending workshops, becoming involved

among

staff is very dedicated to

in the students' learning

in extracurricular activities,

and being members of many related educational services outside the school
setting.

The

staff and students

have received several awards and other forms of

recognition for their outstanding achievements in leadership and dedication to

students.

Likewise, most parents take an interest in their children's learning. They
create a climate of positive learning in the school as a result of their presence and

devotion to the students' well-being. Parents organize fundraisers, volunteer in the
school, and take part in decisions that affect the school surroundings.

There

is

a high regard for the teaching/learning of French within the

elementary school where the study was conducted. Support

is

provided by

administration to ensure that there are enough second language teaching materials

and resources. During assemblies, there

anthem

is

is

often a French component; the national

frequently played in French; there are French materials available in the
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library for students to use; there are

is

French concerts and presentations; and there

a French budget for resources. Overall, the school board and the elementary

school in which this study was conducted provide teachers with enough resources

and support to successfully

Core French classroom.

instruct a

The Ontario Curriculum: French as a Second Language: Core French,

Grades 4-8 (Ontario Ministry of Education, 1998b) mandates 200 minutes of core
French class per week for
class four times per

two

classes are

all

grade

4-8

week within our

60 minutes

students. Students participate in French

school.

Two classes are 40

minutes long, and

long. Therefore, students receive a total of 200

minutes of Core French instruction per week. There are currently four Core

French teachers including me.

I

currently

other three teachers teach French from

activities

a full-time teacher of French. The

50% to 65% of the

The teaching of French includes
Although learning

am

school day.

reading, writing, and oral components.

must incorporate a balance of oral communication,

reading, and writing, the vast majority of instructional time

communication (Ontario Ministry of Education,
that

remain

at the

1

is sp)ent

on

oral

998b). Students have textbooks

school and no workbooks. All written activities are provided

through unit manuals that are photocopied. Students participate in reading and
writing activities and oral presentations both individually and in groups.

The study

I

conducted used a convenience sample of student participants.

A convenience sample consists of those persons available for the study (Best &
Kahn, 2006,

p.

1

8).

The reason

I

chose a convenience sample was because the

resources needed to conduct the study

(i.e.,

the students)

were accessible

in

my
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own classroom. The participants

involved in the study were

members of my own

grade 5 Core French class, consisting of 27 students (17 males and 10 females)

Ten

and

boys

aged

1

them

to participate in the study. Therefore, reports

to 11.

girls

1

3

used in the study. The students in

in the class returned consent

forms allowing

from only 23 students were

my class exhibited varying levels of academic

achievement. All students received one year of Core French instruction by another
teacher before beginning their grade 5 year with me. Students

came from such

ethnic backgrounds as Native Canadian, Colombian, Scottish, Irish, and Indian.

None

are

ESL

students.

The majority of my

students were from families with

middle-class socioeconomic status.

Data Collection and Recording

Upon
(see

receiving approval from Brock University Research Ethics Board

Appendix L) and the school board where the study was conducted,

I

explained to the grade 5 Core French class the nature of the research and
distributed a parental f)ermission letter.

the principal and one teacher at

observer in

my

I

also distributed letters of invitation to

school

all

consent forms were returned,

study. All students

were asked

to

complete

Only data supplied by students who agreed

As

part

all

I

began collecting data for the

of the tasks

that took place in class.

to take part in the study

were used

in

of the ethical clearance agreement of the study, students were

given a code number
identifying

serve as an outside

my classroom.

Once

this thesis.

who would

at the

beginning of the study to eliminate the need for

them by name on any recorded

data.

Classroom data sources included
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observation, interviews and questionnaires, documents and texts, and the
researcher's and teacher-observer's impressions

and reactions.

A French Intermediate teacher from the school where the study was
conducted was present during two components of the study, namely the interview

and observation process. The teacher's role was twofold:

(a) to

ensure that

I

did

not use body language or other indirect influence to persuade the students to

answer

in

any way during the interviews and

(b) to observe

and describe the

general participation of the class on two separate occasions.

There are a few disadvantages to using classroom observational research
that

I

sought to address in

demands on teacher time,
involved in

my

study. Sagor (2005) found,

effort,

and resources

first,

that there are high

For example, the teacher

(p. 52).

my study used a lot of her time to observe my

lessons as well as be

present in the interview process of the study. Second, observations are intrusive

for those being observed,

some of whom may

find the experience stressful.

The disadvantages of observational research were overcome
in the following

ways.

First, the issue

of time,

effort,

in

my

and resources was

to

study

some

extent challenging for the outside observer involved in the study. Fortunately, the

outside observer

that

it

was

was

willing to observe

my

lessons.

As

a French teacher, she

beneficial for her to be present at the interviews, see

were conducted, and witness the

students' responses to

was a form of professional development
demanding on her

time.

To compensate

for her.

I

felt,

my

how the

instruction.

however, that

for her inconvenience,

I

it

felt

lessons

She

felt

it

was

covered some of
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her classes

when I had assigned planning time and took some of her additional

duties.

The

idea of being observed

may be

2005). Before the observation lesson date,

occasionally visit

visits a

my classroom

week or so before

would become

the

in

first

stressftil for

I

lesson she

observation lesson, she periodically

came

individuals (Sagor,

asked the outside observer to

a casual format.

familiar with her presence.

some

1

asked her to begin her brief

would observe so

that students

Throughout the days leading up
in,

walked around

to see

students were doing, and engaged in brief conversations with them.

to the

what the
I

also

explained to the students that the observer would be focusing on whole-class

behaviours and not attending to individual student responses.

Stages of the Research

Phase One: No Drama
In the first half of the study (8 weeks),

no drama.

A typical

lesson that included no

their desks with their textbook

by asking students general

instructed lessons that involved

drama began with students

and workbook, open ready to begin.

oral questions. Next,

key words or grammar points of the lesson.
listen to the

I

I

1

would ask students

would begin
to

copy the

would encourage the students

to

vocabulary words or grammar points on a cassette that accompanied

information from a textbook. After oral repetition of the

worksheets

I

sitting at

in

text, students

completed

order to apply knowledge gained throughout the lesson.

Phase Two: Drama
In the

second half of the study (8 weeks),

I

used the same positive
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approach to teaching as in the
involve drama.

their

A typical

first half.

However,

lesson that included

I

now instructed units that did

drama began with students

desks with their textbook and workbook open, ready to begin.

I

sitting at

would begin

by having students walk or move around the room asking each other general
questions.

lesson.

I

I

oral

would give students a copy of key words or grammar points of the

would review the information with

to converse with

one another,

the students and then encourage

in role, using the

new words

or

grammar

Students were encouraged to act out both vocabulary words and,

when

structures.

possible,

grammar

structures. Students

grammar

points on a cassette that accompanied information fi-om a textbook.

would then

listen to the

them

vocabulary words or

After oral repetition of the text, students acted out the story or events in groups

and presented

their work. After their oral presentations, students either

completed

worksheets or engaged in a drama game that applied knowledge gained
throughout the lesson.

Instrumentation

The study involved two phases:
with drama.

implemented

As Table
in

1

(a) lessons

without drama, and (b) lessons

demonstrates, six data collection measures were

both phases of the study. Overall, data collection included: (a)

student journal entries, (b) student interviews (see Appendixes

student questionnaires (see Appendixes D, E,

evaluations (see Appendixes A, B,

G&

H), (c)

& F), (d) a student self- and peer

& C), (e) outside teacher observer checklists

and anecdotal comments (see Appendix

I),

and anecdotal comments (see Appendixes

and (0 teacher/researcher checklists

J

& K).
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Table

1

Instrumentation

Lessons without drama

Lessons with drama

Student journal entries

Student journal entries

Student interviews

Student interviews

Student questionnaires

Student questionnaires

Student self-evaluations

Student

Outside teacher observer checklist

Outside teacher observer checklist

and anecdotal comments

and anecdotal comments

Teacher/researcher checklist and

Teacher/researcher checklist and

anecdotal

comments

self-

anecdotal

and peer evaluations

comments
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Student Journal Entries

Approximately every other week, students were assigned a 25-minute
period in which to write a journal entry about their attitudes toward French class
that

total

week.

I

gave specific instructions to students for each entry. Students wrote a

of five reflections about

during Phase

One and

their attitudes

and experiences

five reflections during

in

French class

Phase Two. The journals allowed

students to express their attitudes and feelings about the lessons presented.

Student Interviews

At the end of the

first

half of the study,

students, audio taped the interviews,

I

conducted interviews with 4

and transcribed the interviews. The

individual interviews took place outside of the class period (during lunch recess or

nutrition break) in

present as well.

my

French office with the teacher

The same teacher was present

were approximately

1

who observed

for all interviews.

the lessons

The interviews

5 minutes in length per child. Students were selected

randomly for the interviews. The students' names were put

into a hat

and

I

drew

out four.

At the end of Phase Two, 4
interviewed.

different students

The same process conducted

in

were randomly chosen

Phase One was used

in

to

be

Phase Two;

however, the interview questions were different. Interview transcripts were coded

and analyzed. Procedures

for qualitative data interpretation

were followed

in

identifying and discussing emergent themes.

Student Questionnaires

At the beginning of the study, students were given a questionnaire

that
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probed

their attitudes

toward learning French as a second language. Students had

approximately 25 minutes to complete the questionnaire. Six weeks into the

implementation of Phase One, a second questionnaire was administered, probing
student reactions toward a specific French lesson. During Phase

questionnaires were administered.

One

that

The

first

was

the

Two,

three

same one used during Phase

probed students' attitudes toward learning French as a second language.

This questionnaire was administered
questionnaire, that

at the

begirming of Phase Two. The second

was administered approximately

weeks

3

into

Phase Two,

probed students' reactions toward a specific French lesson. The third
questiormaire, that

was administered

students' attitudes about

the last

week of Phase Two,

inquired about

French learning using drama.

Student Evaluations

Toward

the end of Phase One,

checklist about the day's lesson.

I

gave the students one self-evaluation

The questions posed

elicited student responses

on: (a) whether or not the lesson motivated students to learn and (b) whether or

not they had opportunities to speak in French. In Phase

Two, a

self-evaluation and

peer evaluation checklist was administered to the class on the same day following

a group dialogue presentation they had been working on for a couple of weeks.

The evaluation forms presented questions regarding student responses about
motivation and oral communication

skills.

Outside Teacher Observer Checklist and Anecdotal Comments

An outside teacher observer (an

Intermediate French teacher

at

my

school)

viewed a lesson once during Phase One and once during Phase Two. The outside
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comment

teacher observer used a checklist and anecdotal

sheet and recorded

information about the students' attitudes toward the lessons.
observer's presence

was

(a) to obtain

The purpose of the

a second opinion and (b) to reduce

was 60 minutes

researcher bias. Each lesson observed

in length.

Teacher/Researcher Checklist and Anecdotal Comments
Ehiring Phase

gestures daily.

I

One and Phase Two,

recorded

my

findings

I

assessed students' participation and

on a checklist and

comments. This form of data collection allowed

me to

also

record

made

anecdotal

my impressions of

student participation, motivation, and oral communication.

Data Analysis
Data analysis was continuous throughout the research process: a process
that involved continuous reflection about

checklists and anecdotal

my data collected through teacher

comments, student self-evaluations, journal

entries,

student questionnaires, outside teacher observations, and student interviews.

reflections

were kept

in a journal.

students' journal entries in

As

I

finished

Phase One and Phase Two,

recorded key information. The summaries
referred to as a

conclusions

comments,
in the

made throughout

checklists,

was

made were

I

entries

tabulated.

and the

read them over and

put in a binder which

"summary book." This summary book contained
the data collection process.

all

I

of the

The anecdotal

and information obtained by the outside observer were kept

same binder during

the data

my journal

My

the study.

Once

1

had completed these

steps, a

These findings were then summarized and used

the research questions of the study.

review of

to address
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After the audio taped interview responses were transcribed,

answers given by the students

in the

summary book.

I

I

summarized

also maintained field notes

of each interview as a supplement to the tape recording process. Once
questionnaires and evaluation sheets were completed,

columns so as

questions were.

attitudes

what the

to better understand

I

began

to formulate

in

the

organized the data in

students' overall responses to the

overviews and details about the students'

and feelings about the French

comparison of the data tabulated

1

all

class.

The

analysis also included a

Phase One and

Phase Two.

in

Restatement of the Problem

Some

students

seem

to

be lacking motivation

in their

French learning.

This lack of motivation affects their desire to improve their oral communication
skills.

This study addressed the concern of credibility as well as researcher bias.

Data collection methods used

in

Phase One and Phase

Two

of the research study

included (a) student journal entries, (b) student interviews, (c) student
questionnaires, (d) student self-and peer evaluations, (e) outside teacher observer
checklists and notes, and (f) teacher/researcher checklists and anecdotal

comments. These tools were used

to investigate

whether the use of drama

second language teaching/learning increased students' motivation and oral

communication

skills.

in
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CHAPTER FOUR: RESEARCH RESULTS
As Table

demonstrated in Chapter Three, six data collection measures

1

were implemented

in the study during

Phase One and Phase Two. The results

obtained from each type of data collection outlined in lessons with and without

drama are described

in this following chapter.

Student Journal Entries

At the beginning of both Phase One and Phase Two,
that they

would be writing journal

as a school subject.

I

I

instructed students

reflections about their attitudes toward

French

wrote the instructions on the chalk board for each journal

entry (e.g.. Explain your attitudes and experiences toward French as a school
subject this week). Students wrote their reflections in individual notebooks that

were identified by
cupboard

in

their assigned student

my classroom.

number and

While students wrote

stored in a safe, locked

their reflections,

I

did not

discuss their responses or advise them about what they should write. Students

were given 25 minutes

in class to write

reflections during both Phase

each reflection. Students wrote five

One and Phase Two,

for a total

of 10 reflections

in

aU.

Phase One (No Drama): Student Journal Entries Results
After reading the 23 journal entries received (13 from males and 10 from

females) several times,
(b) French class

front

of the

1

found three

is difficult,

class.

The

and

results

common threads:

(c) students

do not

(a)

French class

like to present their

is

boring,

work

were very similar for both males and females.

in
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All students, in at least one of their journal entries, stated that French class

was very

boring.

A total of

1

3

boys and

French was

girls stated that

1

uninteresting.

A popular reason stated among students as to why French class was

boring was

sedentary nature.

its

up and move every French

One male

more games

in

French class

student stated: "French

Having an opportimity

I

"1

it

to participate

we

learn."

I

to get

should play

think that if you add

would have more fun while

okay, but

is

revealed:

we need

think

suggested that

class." Several students

more French games. One female student

"1

student wrote,

some

Another male

would be more fun with more games."

more

actively

was requested by many

students.

Male
difficult.

was very

students, but not females, also noted that French class

A total of

male students out of 1 3 stated

1

several reasons. There

French was

that

were constant worksheets assigned during

difficult for

class.

Students

did not grasp the content on the worksheets and could not retain the information
taught from previous lessons.
the lessons and therefore

'animaux' sheets and

French

is

I

One male

was unable

don't really

hard". Another

to

remember

"1

final

I

common

didn't like the

don't like writing sheets.

I

found

it

I

1

couldn't

do

it.

in front

of the

It's

hard because

had a negative attitude

hard for me".

thread of the journal reflections

work

remember

a male student gives evidence to a

forget everything.

not like to present their written

"1

the adjective lessons.

communicate and dialogue beforehand.

on writing the sentences.

The

do the worksheets:

comment made by

lack of enthusiasm toward French:

we don't get

to

student wrote that he did not

class.

was

A

that students did

total

of 9 boys and 8
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girls

tasks

mentioned throughout

on

their

their reflections that they did not enjoy presenting

own. One male student

week. The small presentations

we do

said, "I did not like the presentations last

with a partner,

of the partners. But the other presentation wasn't

fiin

I

think are

because

more

we

did

because

fiin

it

by

ourselves."

A few students stated that the written activities that they presented

made them

feel

uncomfortable. They preferred to present with a partner because

they would feel less shy and possibly include more expression in their voice.

Some

said they felt embarrassed to present

One female

student declared:

"When

I

on

practice at

always use expression and add gestures, but
because

I

get embarrassed."

their

I

own and

home

didn't

perform well.

together with

am afraid and shy when

my
it

family,

is

These comments suggest a negative response

just

me

to the

French lessons during Phase One.

Phase Two (Drama): Student Journal Entries Results
After reading the journal entries several times,
threads: (a) French class

when drama
results

is

is

1

found three

better with drama, (b) students speak

common

more

in

French

added, and (c) students enjoy presenting in drama groups. The

were similar for both males and females during the second half of the

study.

Several students stated that the difference between the

study and the second
class

was very

clear.

was more enjoyable and much

Actually,

all

students, 13 males

in their enthusiasm

and

Numerous

first

half of the

students affirmed that French

better than before for several reasons.

and 10 females, noticed a considerable difference

interest in learning.

One male

student wrote: "French

I

is
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much

better

now that we have

showed an extreme

interest in

ftin

the best because

we

my all

French by writing: "French has become

favourite subject.... Go! French!

was

games including drama." One male student
time

Go!" Another male student noted: "This week

got to do

drama and

I

really liked

doing the quiz."

Students reported that incorporating drama into the program increased their level

of enjoyment
get to

do a

in learning.

play.

One female

We get to do more drama.

student similarly stated:

"We

get to

was a fun week.

student recorded: "This

It

makes

do more drama.

Another female

it

fim."

It

makes

it

remark supporting the students' increased level of interest as a

made by a female
more

fim.

.

.1

student: "Since

we

hope next week we get

Another

common

started our

to

drama

do something

A

fun".

final

of drama was

result

activities, I've

been having

else that includes drama."

idea presented in the journal reflections

was

that

amount of oral communication during

students noticed an increase in their

We

class.

A total of 8 boys became aware of their oral interaction with others. One male
student noted that the best part of his

week was

presenting a dialogue for almost 5

minutes with his group. Another male student wrote that he was speaking a

French and that his French was improving.

A total

lot

of

of 7 female students also

reported that their ability to communicate had increased and improved. Examples
include:

enjoy
a

lot

have been excited

"I

speak more French than

to

Because of this change

that.

I

like to

of French and everybody got to

today and

I

noticed a

lot

usually do.

I

really

speak more French." "Today

participate,"

of groups speaking

indicated that the students' oral

I

and

"We

in French."

we spoke

participated very

The journal

much

entries

communication increased during the second half
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of the study.

The

was

third idea presented in the journal entries

that students

enjoyed

presenting in theatrical groups. Students noted that rehearsing and presenting their

play helped them learn better. All students

made a positive

presented about the story of the Three Little Pigs.

enjoyed the play

titled

A female student stated:

Cochons" because

got to

total

work

in a group.

student wrote that he

it

involved group

really enjoy[ed] doing the "Petits

"I

We learned improv,

because

it

we

facilitated their learning.

A

male student

got to practice a play. Role playing

words mean and remember them."

is

cool because

I

pronounce the words

meaning

[of]."

doing a play.
things to do."

It

A

better.

I

also learned

"1 really

The evidence thus

it

perfectly

think this

their learning.

far

got to

test

drama and

we

got to

work

that

except

is

liked doing

I

in

didn't

in

know

groups while

we had

different

showing

theatre activity because

The following statement made by

really good,

learning what

drama helped me

work

presented by the students

summarized the three main ideas presented

week was

1

was kind of like a

students enjoyed French class through

improved

some new words

female student stated: "Today,

was fun because

am

today

An additional comment made by a male

the Three Little Pigs story. Practicing with the group and doing

the

A

cool."

stated: "1 really liked

student gives evidence to the increased learning occurring:

to

it is

of 8 males and 7 females recorded that working on the play and then

presenting

the

1

One male

"Les Trois Petits Cochons" because

work, like role play.

note of the play they

that

it

a female student

in the journal reflections: "I

groups because of drama,

we
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got to speak French,

we got to move around, and we got to make animals

in

groups of three."
Student Journal Entries: Comparison Between Phase

There

is

a clear distinction between the journal entries from Phase

Two of the study.

and Phase

positive attitudes in Phase

The

three

Students offered negative attitudes in Phase

in front

common

of the

motivated to learn

class.

in

threads from Phase

The journal

One and

One were

difficult,

not encouraging.

and did not

like to present their

entries verified that students are not

an environment that they do not perceive as engaging.

Without motivational instructional

strategies in place, students did not

desire to learn and therefore found learning to be boring

In

One

Two.

Students found French class boring and

work

One and Phase Two

and

have the

difficult.

Phase Two, when drama was implemented, the evidence provided by

the student journal reflections proved that students were motivated to learn.

positive

comments revealed

to learn.

The stimulus of drama, through

were

that students

and improved students' French

inspired, energized,

The

and stimulated

role play, improvisation, etc., increased

oral language acquisition. In conclusion,

when

students are interested and motivated to learn, they are likely to enjoy and benefit

from the experiences of learning.

Student Interviews

At the end of the

first

half of the study,

taped interviews (see Appendix
students

(1

boy and

3 girls)

I

conducted and transcribed audio

G for Interview Questions without Drama) with 4

who were chosen

at

random. The interviews took

5
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place outside of the class period (during lunch or recess) in
in the presence

my French classroom

of a teacher observer. Students were given approximately

1

minutes to complete their interview. However, due to the brevity of many
responses, the interview time

was

At the end of Phase Two,
were also chosen

at

list

shorter.

interviewed 4 students (2 boys and 2 girls)

who

A couple of interview questions were added to the

used in Phase One because they involved specific questions

about drama (see Appendix
transcripts

1

much

random. The 4 students chosen were not part of the interview

process during Phase One.

same question

generally

H for Interview Questions with Drama).

Interview

were coded and analyzed. What follows are the transcribed answers

to

the interview questions from the students in both phases of the study.

Phase One (No Drama): Student Interview Results
There were several different responses to the
French lesson

this year.

What were your thoughts and

students (both girls) described the

question: "Describe any

feelings about it?"

same lesson which involved an

which students read a short picture book (reader)
and then completed an

first

activity sheet to

that

Two

activity in

was not reviewed

in class

show comprehension of vocabulary.

Students listed words or created sentences that provided general information

about the plot and characters of the story. Both students

would have been

felt that

the activity

easier if completed with a partner because the story could have

been read together. They could have helped each other with the words and shared
ideas. Also, students

mentioned

that they could

listened to each other's pronunciation.

As

have read the story aloud and

well, they stated that acting out the story
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with a group would have helped students complete the activity sheet because they

would understand

the story.

The

feelings about different lessons.

other 2 students (1 boy and

Both

stated that they

girl)

1

described their

were boring and did not

involve any movement.

The next question was: "Do you
4 students said

of oral

participate in a lot

Two

that they rarely participate in oral activities.

girls) said that if there

were more opportunities

activities?" All

students (both

would probably

to speak, they

hands more. One student said that he participated when he was

raise their

interested in the information, but he did not really participate

Another student said

that she wasn't really

when he was

bored.

motivated to answer the questions

because the lessons were boring.

The next question involved
students stated that there

activities

performed

in

the topic of group and individual work. All

was not much group work

in

French

class.

The kinds of

groups were simple mini dialogues that were reviewed

quickly during a lesson and then presented. Students stated that French class

involved a

lot

of worksheets

to

be completed and presented.

Students were then asked:
student?"

Two

students

(

1

"Why

boy and

1

is

girl)

learning French important to

agreed that they found value in learning

French for several reasons. One child (a boy) stated that

One

girl said that if

you move

to another school,

speak French. The other 2 students (both

you as a

it

is

you might meet friends

girls) did not find

French. They stated that because learning French

important for travel.

was

if

you

relevance in learning

difficult

and boring, there
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was no point

in taking time out

of the day to work on something challenging and

uninteresting.

The
French oral

final

question involved oral communication

skills

have improved throughout

this imit

said that they did not find a difference in their oral

course of the unit on animals. Three students

enough opportimities

to interact with others

skills:

"Do you

think your

on animals?" All 4 students

communication

(all girls)

skills

said that there

over the

were not

and use the language and therefore

not enough opportunities to practice pronunciation of new words.

The male

student said that a lot of new words were introduced but that class activities gave

him

little

chance to review the words.

Phase Two (Drama): Student Interview Results

To

the

first

What were

question: "Describe any French lesson this year.

your thoughts and feelings about

it?", all

four students described the

same

lesson

which involved drama. Students described a lesson on animals

that involved using

space. Students were instructed to walk around the

certain

to create an animal. Students said that the activity

were able

to

move around and pronounce

and repeating the words

after the teacher.

"Join the Conversation" that

secretly given a topic

entertaining because

was

and had

it

the

room using

parts

was motivating because they

words as opposed

to sitting

They described a drama game

also part of the lesson.

A

to start a conversation about

was amusing

body

down

titled

group of students were
it.

to see students thinking

They

said

it

was

on the spot and

hearing students use their knowledge of associated vocabulary words. Students
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believed that this co-of>erative drama

game was a great way

to

communicate with

others in an unrehearsed context.

Although
curious

why

described

all

was

remembered

this question

of the interview question

part

4 students described the same lesson. They told

fresh in their

it

was not

because

it

minds because

was

it

that

always raised their hands even

after they

always wanted a chance to speak

his

Two

to other classes,

lesson

in the lessons,

had answered a question because they

in French.

at

of oral

students (both girls) said that they

Another student said

the class and speaking French in role because

many people communicating

compared

students' perceptions

when drama was involved

they always participated in oral activities.

so

me that the

especially engaging and enjoyable.

4 students affirmed

moving around

was

had recently taken place, and they

The next question was associated with
activities. All

list, I

it

that she likes

is

amazing

to hear

once. Another student (a boy) stated that

French class with drama was the class where he raised

hand and participated the most.

The next question involved
students stated that there

was a

lessons that used drama.

The

the topic of group

great deal of group

and individual work. All 4

work

integrated in the French

variety of drama activities included

improvisation, mini dialogues, and

movement games. Two

girl) stated that the student tasks in

drama were

Students were also asked:

"Why

is

interactive

that

it

was important because

it

students

( I

boy and

1

and engaging.

learning French important to you as a

student?" All 4 students agreed that learning French

mentioned

mime,

is

was important.

fun and amusing.

Two

All students

children (both
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girls) reported that

them

to travel

speaking French will increase their job opportunities and allow

around the world and speak French with others. Another child (a

boy) said that being able to communicate with family members and friends would

be helpful. The

was a

final student (a girl)

satisfying

doing, which

is

found relevance

and rewarding way to

tell

French because

it

others what they were capable of

being able to communicate in another language.

Students' improved oral

were reflected upon

communication

in the question:

improved throughout

this unit

Two

students

(1

through the use of drama

skills

"Do you think your French

oral skills

have

with drama?" All four students stated that they

found a difference in their oral communication
with drama.

in learning

boy and

1

girl)

skills

over the course of the imit

reported that being able to interact

with others in French increased their confidence, which in turn helped them to

speak more frequently. They stated that there were various opportimities to
practice pronunciation, intonation,

students

involved

(1

boy and 2

and expression of new vocabulary. Three

girls) said that there

movement using

French.

Two

were plenty of drama games

students (both girls)

Phase One and commented that their communication
deal in Phase

Two

skills

made

that

reference to

had improved a great

because of the drama elements incorporated into the program.

Finally, students

were asked: "Does the use of drama motivate you

French?" All 4 students affirmed that implementing drama

in the

program was

encouraging because they had the opportunity to express themselves
fonns. Three students

(all girls)

made

reference to the

to learn

in different

amount of role-play and

expressive styles of presentation, such as the use of gesture and mime, which
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were applied

to the lessons.

drama allowed them

Two

students (1 boy and

to learn better

1

girl) said that

employing

and strengthened their confidence. Increased

confidence increased their motivation and eagerness to attend class and participate
in the assignments.

Student Interviews: Comparison Between Phase
In Phase One, several students

One and Phase Two

had disapproving thoughts and feelings

about the lessons described. Students stated that they did not participate a
oral activities

and therefore did not achieve improved

attributed the lack

Incorporating too

participating.

their oral

oral acquisition. Students

of participation to a limited amount of student interaction.

many

individual tasks precipitated the students' reluctance in

Although some students did find relevance

oral acquisition skills did not improve.

implemented

in

As

in learning French, their

a result of the instructional strategies

Phase One, students were unmotivated to participate and improve

communication

In Phase

lot in

Two,

skills.

students' attitudes

were more

positive.

The students showed

enthusiasm when describing the drama lessons. They showed confidence, and
through that increased self-esteem asserted their success and involvement in class.

The

participation of students

was

greater than in Phase

One because

students were

motivated by the exciting stimulus that drama provides. Students responded well
to both

of the

group work and individual work

study. All

that

was incorporated

in the

second half

of the group work offered involved drama. Drama provided

opportunities for participation and respect for learning French. All students

interviewed in Phase

Two

stated that learning French

is

an important part of the
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curriculum for several reasons. Not only did drama increase students' appreciation
for learning, but also

it

increased students' motivation and oral communication

skills.

Quantitative instruments such as questionnaires and self-and peer

evaluation forms were used to either support or refute the journal and interview

data.

Student Questionnaires

At the beginning of Phase One, students completed a questionnaire
probed

their attitudes

Appendix

D

that

toward learning French as a Second Language (see

for Questionnaire #1). Students

had approximately 25 minutes to

complete the questionnaire. Toward the end of Phase One, students completed a
second questionnaire that probed their attitudes toward a specific French lesson
(see

Appendix E

for Questionnaire #2). Therefore,

two questionnaires were

administered to students during Phase One.

Before administering the

first

questionnaire,

conducted a pilot

1

test

of the

instrument with the students. After collecting the pilot set of responses from the
students,

I

realized that the students had not provided

information to

make

their responses useful.

reflected

I

the students yield better responses and spent

1

made

sure to demonstrate

negatively and positively to a question so that

how
I

detail

on some

some time with

answering a typical questionnaire response together.
with the students,

enough

When

I

and

strategies to help

the students

reviewed the process

students might respond both

did not bias their answers.
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Students completed the same

Two as they

Phase

Toward
had

had

in

the end of Phase

initial

questionnaire at the beginning of

Phase One (see Appendix

Two,

D for Questionnaire #1).

students completed the

same questionnaire

as they

Phase One that probed students' attitudes toward a specific lesson (see

in

Appendix E

for Questionnaire #2).

Thus

administered. At the very end of Phase

far,

two questionnaires had been

Two, one

final questionnaire

was

administered (see Appendix F for Questionnaire #3). This questionnaire probed
students' attitudes

What

toward learning French as a Second Language through drama.

follows are the results of the total five questionnaires administered

throughout the study.

Phase One (No Drama): Questionnaire #/ Results

The following

results describe

answers to the

first set

relating to students' individual personal characteristics.

of questions (Part A)

Respondents included 23

grade 5 students, 20 aged 10 and 3 aged 11,13 males and 10 females. Almost half

of the students said

that they learn best

Eleven students (6 boys and 5

girls)

doing physical activity related to a subject.

agreed to

this,

while 6 (4 boys and 2 girls)

said that they learn best by listening to someone's explanation

of a subject and 6

(3 boys and 3 girls) said they learn best by either reading or looking at pictures or

videos about a subject. Eleven students (8 males and 3

girls) said that

they learn

best in pairs, and 10 students (6 boys and 4 girls) said they learn best working in

small groups. Only 2 students said they learn best

girls).

when they work on

their

own

(2

Nineteen students found schoolwork usually sometimes easy and

sometimes

difficult to learn

( 1

boys and 8

girls),

four students (3 boys and

1

girl)
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found school work usually easy to leam, and no students answered that

schoolwork was always

The second

difficult to

leam.

part of the questionnaire (Part B) asked questions relating to

student attitudes toward school. Fourteen students (9 boys and 5 girls) said that

they do not really enjoy school, while nine students (4 boys and 5 girls) said that
they really enjoy school. Although the majority of students (7 boys and
reported a belief that French

girls)

is

an important subject, only 6 students

plan to take French beyond grade

9,

and only 7

(2

1

girls)

boy and

(1

boys and 5

5

girls)

generally enjoy French class, with 8 (3 boys and 5 girls) reporting that they look

A

forward to attending French.

total

of 17 students stated

that they are not

involved in drama activities outside of the class, and 6 (3 boys and 3
that they are.

A

total

of 19 students (11 boys and 8

makes French more enjoyable

for

girls)

girls) said

reported that

them and motivates them

drama

to listen better.

Students had previously been involved in drama activities in their earlier years of
their education,

exposed

including the beginning of their grade 5 year. Having been

to elements

of drama

reported French would be

The

final portion

in the past,

it

my

is

more enjoyable with drama.

of the questionnaire (Part C) asked students six questions

probing their opinions and attitudes toward French.

do you expect

to

leam

emerged. Students said
in

groups and

in

French class

that they

partners,

communicate more

interpretation that students

(b)

in French.

To

the

first

question:

this year?", three important

were interested

presenting

a

in the following: (a)

play,

The following were

and

listed

(c)

"What

comments
presenting

leaming

how

to

according to the order of
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frequency with which the statements were made. Presenting in groups and

was a high recommendation, with 15

partners

this;

14 students (8 boys and 6

girls)

students (9 boys and 6 girls) noting

showed an

school in which the study was conducted

is

interest in presenting a play.

very supportive of the

students have been exposed to several outstanding school-wide

in both English

and

in French.

presenting a play because

curriculum. Finally,

learn

1

it

is

It is

for the students to take part in this

"What do you

most about French

like

1

boys and 8

they like playing games, (b) 18 students (10 boys and 8
the class, (c)

1

girls) said that

girls) said

they enjoying

5 students (9 boys and 6 girls) said that they enjoy

the third question:

"What do you

dislike

one major idea was evident. Students do not
Specifically, 17 students said they dislike

like

most about French

working on

girls) said

To

"What

1 1

girls),

10

students (6 boys

are the biggest benefits of learning French

in elementary school?", five statements

( 1 1

own.

they disliked not having the opportunity to interact with others.

the fourth question:

opportunities

their

class?",

working alone (10 boys and 7

students dislike individual projects (6 boys and 3 girls), and

moving

class?",

in partners.

To

and 5

form of

in French.

three answers were very popular: (a) 19 students (1

working

drama productions

2 students (4 boys and 8 girls) said they were expecting to

the second question:

moving around

The

a possibility that students showed an interest in

common

how to commimicate more
To

arts.

The

boys and 4

were recorded. Students

girls), (b) travel

to a different area or country (6

felt that: (a)

purposes (8 boys and 6

boys and 5

girls), (d)

job

girls), (c)

making new

friends
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(8 boys and 9 girls), and (e) receiving a

good education

(5

boys and 6

girls)

were

were familiar with the benefits because we

benefits to learning French. Students

had watched a movie about the importance of French during the

first

few weeks

of school, before the study had begun.

To

the fifth question: "Throughout school,

favorites?", physical education, art,

Eleven students (8 boys and 3

girls) reported

girls)

math as

was

the

most enjoyable, and

least favorite?", students

subjects with

subject and

1

1

finally, 8 (5

their favourite subject in school.

of learning best through physical

Last, to the question:

have been your

reported physical education as their favourite,

prevalence of physical education as a favourite subject
students' self-reports

subject(s)

and math, were the most popular answers.

8 (6 boys and 2 girls) agreed that art

boys and 3

what

is

The

consistent with the

activity.

"Throughout school, what subjects has been your

agreed that French and science were their least favourite

3 (9 boys and 4 girls) reporting French as their least preferred

2 (8 boys and 4 girls) agreeing that science

was not enjoyable.

Phase Two (Drama): Questionnaire UJ Results

The

results

beginning of Phase

Some of the

from the same questionnaire

One and

at the

responses did not

that

was administered

beginning of Phase

show

a change at

French as a result of their participation

same questionnaire was administered

in

Two

were very

at the

similar.

all in students' attitudes

toward

Phase One of the study. Because the

at the

very beginning of Phase Two,

students had not yet begun their experiences with

drama

in the

French

class.

Phase One (No Drama): Questionnaire #2 Results

Toward

the end of Phase One,

I

distributed a second questionnaire that
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probed students' attitudes about the lesson taught

that

day (see Appendix

H

for

Questionnaire #2). The 60-minute lesson began with oral repetition of animals

and questions about animals. The topic of the lesson was adjectives.
the adjectives with flashcards and acted

them out

I

introduced

(e.g., big, small, pretty).

Students were not asked to copy the actions; however, they were asked to repeat
the words after me. Students remained in their seats.

took about

1

new adjectives.

the masculine and feminine forms in French

title.

after

new

meant

I

the

new

that involved

distributed Questionnaire for Students #2

results that

probed students'

toward the French lesson.

The motivation of students during

this lesson

Twenty-three questionnaire results were obtained.
girls) students strongly

lesson,

wrote 16 words

They then repeated

me. Finally, students completed an activity sheet

end of the lesson. What follows are the

attitudes

Writing them in both

that students

adjectives learned.

comprehension of the new adjectives.
at the

of the words

After writing the adjectives, students listened to a short dialogue on

audiotape which included the

words

repetition

minutes.

Students were asked to copy eight

plus the

The

and

1

9 students

disagreed that they

(

1

boys and 9

felt

was not very impressive.

A total

of 1 8

( 1 1

boys and 7

motivated to participate in the

girls) strongly

disagreed that they enjoyed

the lesson very much. Seventeen students (10 boys and 7 girls) said they strongly

disagreed that they participated more during that lesson than they usually do,

while 15 students (8 boys and 7
very well in the lesson.

girls) strongly

disagreed that they participated
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The

interaction level

and value of the lesson was perceived poorly.

Nineteen students (12 boys and 7

girls) strongly

value to them, with 16 students (10 boys and 6
others in French class.

that there

was a

The

entire

girls) strongly

disagreed that they had a

lot

1

with

disagreed

interact with others in the lesson. Fourteen

students (9 boys and 5 girls) strongly disagreed that there
to speak French in this lesson, and

was of

girls) preferring to interact

group (13 boys and 10

of opportunity to

lot

disagreed that the lesson

was a

lot

of opportunity

7 (8 boys and 9 girls) reported strongly

of opportunity to review their pronunciation

in the

lesson.

Phase Two (Drama): Questionnaire #2 Results

Toward

the end of Phase

Two,

I

distributed a questionnaire that probed

students' attitudes about the particular lesson taught that

day (see Appendix

Questionnaire #2). Twenty-three responses were obtained.

were

sitting at their

As always,

E

for

students

desks with their textbooks and workbooks open. The 60-

minute lesson included a variety of activities, including drama. At the beginning

of the lesson, a student was asked
about professions.

I

to

come

to the front

Then

his peers questions

then asked the students a question, and they were encouraged

to converse in groups answering the question using

structures.

and ask

students begjm using drama.

new words and grammar

They were asked

to

move around

the room, using gestures relating to professions, and then, stopping in role, to ask

each other questions that they had discussed as a
to

mime

class.

a profession written on a piece of paper that

then listened to the vocabulary words or

grammar

Next, students were asked

was given

to them. Students

points taught from a cassette

6 8
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that

accompanied information from a textbook. After

oral repetition

students acted out a mini story in groups and presented their work.

involved role-play.

I

and find a group of four

that

and present

The motivation of students during
boys and 5

girls) strongly

participate in the lesson,

the lesson very

(5

boys and 7

The

more during

girls) strongly

interaction level

boys and 7

theirs.

at a later date.

this lesson

was

agreed that they

(7

boys and 8

positive.

felt

A total of

girls)

claimed to enjoy

girls) strongly

agreed that

1

2 students

and value of the lesson were positively reported.
girls) strongly

feel

agreed that they preferred to

shy to participate. Fourteen students (7

agreed that the lesson could be of value to them, and

was a

to interact with others in the lesson. Sixteen students (7

boys and 9

lot

girls) strongly

of opportunity to speak French
agreed they had a

lot

lot

girls) strongly

in the lesson,

and 19 (9

of opportunity to review

Student Questionnaires: Comparison between Phase
revealed in Table

2, there

was

1

of opportunity

pronunciation in that lesson.

As

1

strongly motivated to

students (10 boys and 8 girls) strongly agreed that there

agreed that there was a

the class

agreed that they participated very well in the lesson.

because they don't

girls) strongly

boys and 10

final task

Students were

that lesson than they usually do, while

Fourteen students (8 boys and 6
interact with others

it

move around

to

and 18 students (12 boys and 6

much. Fifteen students

they participated

were asked

had the same dialogue as

instructed to role-play the dialogue

( 1 1

The

text,

gave students a copy of a small dialogue about professions

that involved four people. Students again

students

of the

One and Phase Two

a contrast between the results of

their
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questionnaires administered at the end of a lesson in Phase

One and Phase Two.

In Phase One. that did not involve the students in any dramatic elements, the

students reported negative responses to the lesson.

unmotivated to participate a

hands and be involved

lot.

Students were lacking in enthusiasm to raise their

in the activities presented. Also, students

to the content, possibly because they

On the other hand,

drama

role-play.

Two

at the center

second lesson incorporated a variety of drama

mime, and

found

little

activities,

There was a great

demonstrated an

of the lesson. The
such as movement,

shift in the students'

eagerness to

participate in the lesson. Questionnaire responses revealed that students

willing and excited to be involved. Students participated

than in the lesson of Phase
at the end.

One and

felt

more during

were

this lesson

confident and satisfied with their learning

Furthermore, students were motivated and found value in gaining

knowledge about French vocabulary and using

it

with others.

amount of interaction provided through drama, students had
to

value

were bored and unresponsive.

the lesson presented in Phase

interactive approach to teaching with

gestures,

They were uninterested and

communicate

in the

As

a result of the

several opportunities

language and had ample chances to practice their

pronunciation.

Phase Two (Drama): Questionnaire #i Results

The

final

administered

questionnaire (see Appendix F for Questionnaire #3)

at the very

was

end of Phase Two. This questionnaire probed students'
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Table 2
Results of Questionnaire #2

Statements

3
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attitudes

toward learning French as a Second Language through drama. As

revealed in Table

3.

a majority of students

that they like learning

boys and 5

(1

1

boys and 7

girls) strongly

French using drama in the classroom. Most students (10

girls) strongly

agreed that using drama in the French classroom has

helped improve their French accent and has helped them (7 boys and 7

speak more confidently in

class.

students (6 boys and 7 girls) strongly agreed that this

girls)

The

was

true,

A total of

and 8 students

agreed with this statement. Nine students (4 boys and 5

strongly agreed that they could

intonation.

girls) to

The confidence gained through drama has helped

students improve their ability to ask and answer questions in French.

boys and 5

agreed

students'

now read

1

(3

girls)

aloud with correct pronunciation and

comprehension of material was recorded as well.

Thirteen students (5 boys and 6 girls) strongly agreed that they understood the

French material presented

in stories,

and 8 (5 boys and 3

understood the oral questions discussed about the

boys and 4

girls) strongly

girls) strongly

stories. Finally,

10 students (6

agreed that their ability to write French in

full

sentence

format has improved due to the use of drama in the classroom.
Questionnaire results suggest that the use of drama in the classroom has

improved

students' oral

communication

demonstrated an increase

in students'

skills.

The data

collected have

confidence to speak and communicate in the

French language. Students have noticed improvement

in their pronunciation,

expression, intonation, and French accents, and they have confirmed that these

improvements are the

result

of the implementation of drama. Overall, the
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Table 3
Results of Questionnaire

Statements
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outcomes from Questiomiaire #3 have provided student-reported evidence

drama improves

communication

students' oral

that

skills.

Student Evaluations
In Phase

One, the lesson presented for student self-evaluation involved no

drama. Students completed this self-evaluation 3 weeks into Phase One. The

was animal vocabulary

content presented

that the students

were familiar with. The

beginning of the lesson included oral questioning and repetition of vocabulary.
read the students a story, titled

were

visiting a zoo.

for ideas

While

and vocabulary

an activity sheet.

I

I

"Une

Visite Extraordinaire," about a family

I

who

read the story slowly, students were asked to listen

that they recognized.

Each child was then presented with

read the story a second time.

As

I

read, students

were asked

to

write what they heard and understood about the story in French. After the story,

we discussed

our answers as a class. This process, including completing the

self-

evaluation form, filled the entire 60-minute period.

In

Phase two, a student self-evaluation and a peer evaluation checklist

were administered

to the class following a

students had been working on for 2 weeks.

group dialogue presentation that the

The students were given

the self-and

peer evaluations on the same day. The self-and peer evaluations were given to
students after they had been working on a group play titled "Les Trois Petits

Cochons"-The Three
to

work

with.

Little Pigs.

Students were assigned a group of five students

The groups were chosen

at

random. Students had almost 2 weeks to

practice the play and prepare for a formal presentation with props. After the

1
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groups had

made their presentations,

self-and the peer evaluation for the

Phase One (No Drama):

they were given 30 minutes to complete the

drama

activity.

Self- Evaluation Results

All 23 participants were present for the self-evaluation, which included 10

statements.

One

point

was

allotted if students

had checked the word Rarely, 2

points for Usually, and 3 points for Always (see

The

total points

on the 10 statement evaluation sheet were

assigned by students equaled

1

that they stayed

on

task, 7 students (5

girls) said that they did not

spoke

stated that they

little

girls) felt that they

motivated to participate

hand

The average

points

7 points (68%). Although students (3 boys and 5

boys and 2

completing the task presented in the lesson.

their

30.

they followed directions well, and 8 (4 boys and 4 girls) reported

girls) felt that

and 5

A - Self-Evaluation).

Appendix

approach the

girls) felt

A total of

1

apprehensive about

2 students (7 boys and 5

and

activities in the lesson seriously

French (5 boys and 6

girls).

Twelve students

(7

1

boys

did not maintain a positive attitude, 14 were not

in the lesson (6

to participate (6

boys and 6

boys and 8

girls).

girls),

and

Only 4 students

1

( 1

2 rarely raised

boy and 3

girls)

reported that they always used their time effectively during the class. Fifteen

students said that they rarely

work well on

their

own

(7 boys and 8 girls).

Phase Two (Drama): Self-and Peer Evaluation Results

Not
the

all

same day

23 students

who

agreed to participate in the study were present on

for the self-and peer evaluation for the

completed the evaluations once they were

was given

to students in

Phase

in class.

One was given

A

group

activity.

Absentees

similar self-evaluation that

to students in

Phase

Two (see
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Appendix

B

for Self-Evaluation for

Group

Activity).

by students equaled 25 or 83%. Eleven students
had followed directions well, 12 reported
stayed on task, and 16 students usually

boys and 10

and 2

girls)

felt

boys and 6

boys and 7

(3

boys and

1

girls) felt that

girls) that

A total of 5

they did not approach the group

spoke French

points assigned

they

they always

confident about completing the task (6

presented in the group activity.

girls) said that

that they rarely

(5

(5

The average

girl)

work

students (3 boys

seriously,

and stated

during the lesson. Sixteen

students (7 boys and 9 girls) maintained a positive attitude, with 5 students (3

boys and 2

girls) stating that

they were rarely motivated to participate. Twelve

students (4 boys and 8 girls) said that they always used their time effectively

during class. Nine students said they worked well on their owti (4 boys and 5

girls),

and

and 7

girls).

1

6 students reported always raising their hand

The peer evaluation
Appendix

C

for the

to participate (9

group activity was given to

for Peer Evaluation for

Group

all

boys

students (see

Activity). Students reported that their

group members usually or always participated

in the

drama presentation

in

a

positive way. Fourteen students (6 boys and 8 girls) reported that they usually had

co-operated well with others in the lesson and were willing to help out with any
task.

Ten students

(5

boys and 5

communicated with others

girls) rejxtrted that they

in French,

while 12 students (5 boys and 7

reported that their group

members always

reported that their group

members were

participate in the task. Finally, 13 (6

had usually

did.

Only 4 students

rarely enthusiastic

boys and 7

(3

girls)

boys and

and eager

girls) reported that

1

to

they were

girl)
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usually able to focus on events throughout the process of the

The reported
the

drama

presentation.

overall contribution of student's (7 boys and 9 girls) performance to

drama assignment was very good.

Self-Evaluations:

Comparison Between Phase One and Phase Two

Table 4 summarizes a comparison between student-evaluations in Phase

One and Phase Two.
any drama.

When the

In Phase One, the lesson that

results

was

instructed did not involve

of the self-evaluation for the activity were tabulated,

the responses to the statements were not positive. Students were not motivated to

participate in the activities, did not

have a positive attitude toward learning, and

did not speak a lot of French. Overall, the lesson without drama did not contribute

to

enhanced

oral

communication

skills

and did not provide a stimulus for

learning.

On

the other hand, during Phase

Two,

the self-evaluation for the group activity.

Students were asked to work

in their

play while conversing in French.

motivated than

in

students had a different reaction to

The group

group to role-play and

The

results

showed

Phase One. They were confident

positive attitude toward learning. Students were

activities

activity involved

drama.

mime actions

that students

in the task

for their

were more

and maintained a

on task during the group drama

and spoke more French than during Phase One. Students also had

encouraging remarks to make about their peers. Students stated that group

members were

co-operative, communicative with one another in French,

enthusiastic and eager to participate in French, as well as

committed

to their task.
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Table 4
Results of Self-evaluations

Statements

1
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Outside Teacher Observer Checklist and Anecdotal

Comments

A French Intermediate teacher from the school where the study was
conducted was present during two stages of the study, namely the interview and
observation process.

As mentioned

twofold: (a) to ensure that

1

to persuade the students to

in

Chapter Three, the teacher's role was

did not use

answer

in

body language or other

indirect influence

any way during the interviews and

(b) to

observe and describe the general participation of the class on two separate

The teacher was present

occasions.

and one 60-minute lesson

in

for

one 60- minute lesson during Phase One

Phase Two.

Phase One (No Drama): Outside Teacher Observer Checklist and Anecdotal

Comments

Results

The outside teacher observer was given a checklist and
anecdotal

comments about

the lesson (see

Appendix

I

also asked to write

for Outside

Observer Checklist and Anecdotal Comments Sheet). The

Teacher

total points that

could

be received on the checklist were 25 points. The teacher's perceptions of both the
content presented in the lesson and the motivation level of students were very

low, with each category receiving

participation

1

mark out of 5 marks

available.

The

and enthusiasm shown by the students received three marks each out

of the 5 marks available for each comjxjnent. The overall attitude of the students
received 3 marks out of the 5 marks available.

The

marks out of 25 marks available (44%). This mark
according to the Ontario Curriculum expectations.

checklist revealed a total of

is

considered a failing grade

1

5
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The

teacher's anecdotal

comments revealed

that students did not appear

motivated to answer questions throughout the lesson. Several students seemed to
lose interest in the content of the lesson. This

was

illustrated

by students playing

and fidgeting with materials on their desks, such as a calculator, pencils, or books.
Students seemed uninterested through their body language, by constantly moving

around

in their seats

and not

sitting properly in their chairs.

Not

all

students

repeated the vocabulary words or statements after the teacher's cue. After

1

minutes into the lesson, the observer wrote that the teacher needed to refocus
students by asking

them

to stand to repeat the words.

As

the class continued, the

teacher ftuther lost students' focus on the topic. Students continued to look bored,

and discipline problems occurred. The teacher repeatedly had
students' attention

and refocus them on

to call

on the

their learning.

Phase Two (Drama): Outside Teacher Observer Checklist and Anecdotal

Comments

Results

The same outside observer
Phase One was used
half of the study

was

in

checklist and anecdotal

Phase Two. The

is

sheet used in

out of 25 marks received during this

total

21 (84%). This total

comment

significantly higher than in Phase

One. The observer's perceptions of students' reactions to the content presented in
the lesson and motivation level to participate

were both higher, with each

category receiving 3 marks out of 5 marks available. The involvement, interest,

and overall attitude of the students received 5 marks each out of the 5 marks
available for each component.
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The anecdotal comments

established that students were motivated and

eager to participate in the lesson that involved drama. The observer noticed that
students were ready to get started on the lesson by having their books and

good posture, and eyes on the

materials ready on their desks, with

her their

teacher, giving

Several students had their hands raised and were keen to

full attention.

answer questions. Some students demonstrated a

little bit

of impatience because

they always wanted to answer the questions. However, the observer noted smiles

and bright

no

faces,

showing contentment

in

what was being taught.

discipline problems occurred during the lesson, although

to lower their voices a couple

enthusiastic. Students

dialogue in French

It

was noted

some had

to

that

be asked

of times because they were very excited and

pronounced words with expression and also added extra

when engaged

in a

drama

activity.

The outside observer

recorded that the overall dynamics of the class provided an exciting opportunity
for learning

where students were motivated

to use their oral

communication

skills.

Outside Teacher Observer Checklist and Anecdotal Comments: Comparison

Between Phase One and Phase Two

The

One and

in

checklist and anecdotal

Phase

Two

comments of the

outside observer in Phase

revealed notable differences. In Phase

One (No Drama),

students were unmotivated to participate in the lesson and lacked enthusiasm.

Conversely, the lesson with drama in Phase

communicate more

freely.

As

a result of the

Two allowed
drama

students to

activities that

gave students

the opportunity to be at ease and not intimidated by their level of French, students

spoke throughout the lesson and participated more than

in the lesson that did not
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provide drama. The students' motivation to participate increased as a result of the
interaction

and movement implemented

in the lesson through

drama.

Teacher/Researcher Checklist and Anecdotal Comments

As
comment

teacher/researcher,

I

completed

sheets (see Appendixes J and

Anecdotal

Comments

Sheet).

my own checklists and anecdotal

K for Teacher/Researcher Checklist and

Once a week throughout

the study,

when

students were doing seatwork or involved in an independent activity,

information on the checklist or

made comments. Sometimes,

1

I

I

recorded

reflected

lesson at the end of the day and entered responses. At the end of Phase

Phase Two,

the

on the

One and

reviewed the data for emergent themes.

Phase One (No Drama): Teacher/Researcher Checklist and Anecdotal

Comments

Results

The teacher/researcher

checklist provided information about the

motivation and oral communication
students

was measured by

skills

of the students. The motivation of

my p)erceptions of their participation and their apparent

enthusiasm. Did students participate always, usually, sometimes, or rarely?
students enthusiastic about learning?

that students

sometimes participated

The data
in class

collected from five entries

Were

showed

and were sometimes enthusiastic

about the lesson. However, students rarely appeared motivated to improve their
oral

communication

in

terms of expression, intonation, and projection of voice.

Students sometimes projected their voice and sometimes had proper intonation of
the words, while they rarely used expression to articulate and

communicate the

message of dialogue. The amount of teacher support required was also noted

in
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the teacher/researcher checklist.

was evident

It

on teacher

that students relied

support throughout class instruction.

The anecdotal comments included statements about

students' participation

and behaviour during the lessons. Although lack of participation was a
theme,

it

was

also noted that a couple of students really

seemed

their

however, had

be constantly reminded that oral participation

to

hands to participate

of their report card mark and
noted

my own

frustration

that

it

in class activities.

was important

of putting

to enjoy

Most

and often raised

is

attention

I

noted that

I

a key component

that they raised their hands.

effort into planning lessons

had to

and refocus them on the

materials, and

anecdotal

I

had

to take things

raise

my voice several

task. Several students

away from them.

comments were reviewed,

French

students,

I

on which students

did not focus or respond positively. Problematic student behaviour

emergent theme.

common

was another

times to get students'

were fidgeting with

In conclusion,

when

the

the lack of motivation and enthusiasm to

communicate was a common theme which resulted

in decreased participation

and

behaviour problems.
In

Phase One,

1

(projection, intonation,

had

to

review the elements of oral communication

and expression) several times. Although students repeated

words, when they participated in dialogue they did not incorporate these
important factors of good communication. Lack of expression in their voices was
frequently noted. After students repeated the words and then were told to repeat

them with expression,
which outlined

oral

there

was no

difference in their voices. Student rubrics

communication as a key component

to the expectations

of the
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curriculum were reviewed regularly. Overall,

my anecdotal comments did not

provide a good response about students' oral language acquisition.

Phase Two (Drama): Teacher/Researcher Checklist and Anecdotal

Comments

Results

The motivation,
appeared to increase. In
the activities.

The

participation,

all five

students' oral

and enthusiasm of students

in

Phase

Two

checklist entries, students appeared motivated

by

communication

and

skills (expression, intonation,

projection of voice) were also described positively. Students projected their

voices and usually had proper intonation of the words, while usually using

expression to articulate and convey meaning. The amount of teacher support
required by the students to communicate in French decreased notably from Phase

One.

The anecdotal comments
participation

lot

in

Phase

Two also

and behaviour during the lessons.

1

described student

noted that students participated a

during the lessons and repeatedly put their hands up even though they had

already answered a question.
students' reactions because

I

I

wrote that

I

felt satisfied

and content about the

put effort into planning the drama lessons and

students focused and responded well to the content. Moreover, students' positive

manners became an emergent theme.

I

made note

that

1

did not have to raise

my

voice to get students' interest and focus on task. Students were not found fidgeting

with materials, and
anecdotal

1

did not have to take things

comments were

away from them.

Last,

evaluated, the motivation and enthusiasm to

when

the
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communicate was a common theme which resulted

in increased participation

and

respect.

Enhanced

communication

oral

and expression emerged as a theme as well.
and participated

When

in dialogue, students projected

different characters.

When

of projection,

skills

I

commonly noted

individual students repeated

articulation, intonation,

students repeated the

and changed

words

their voices to suit

the presence of expression in their voices.

words and added expression

in their voices,

other students responded well by clapping and congratulating the students on their

efforts.

There was an increase

anecdotal

comments

in

for Phase

confidence demonstrated by students.

Two provided

My

an excellent response about

students' oral language acquisition.

Teacher/Researcher Checklist and Anecdotal Comments: Comparison

Between Phase One and Phase Two
There

is

a clear distinction between the results presented in Phase

One and

Phase Two. The teacher/researcher checklist and anecdotal comments presented
in

Phase One (without drama) did not show an increase

and

oral

communication

skills.

in students' motivation

Since the lessons lacked drama, a high motivator

for students, the responses to the lessons

were not impressive. There was not a

high participation rate because students did not express an interest in the lesson.

When communicating

in a foreign language,

of words,

and projection of voice are key elements

articulation,

meaning. Students lacked confidence

had

to be constantly

such clues as expression, intonation

in their ability to

in

conveying

speak French and therefore

reminded about these aspects of good communication.
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On the other hand,
learn.

Drama seemed

to assist in building student confidence

students the opportunity to

As a result of the

Phase Two, students appeared eager and excited to

in

work

in a nonthreatening

because

it

gave

and interactive environment.

comfortable and relaxed learning atmosphere offered through

the implementation of drama, students' improved their oral communication

skills.

A Discussion of Gender DifTerences
In Phase One, both

male and female students found the French lessons

to

be boring and uninteresting. According to students, the presentation of the
material

made the

class imenjoyable

and unappealing. All students lacked

enthusiasm and motivation to participate. Both male and female students noted
that they did not enjoy

working and presenting

suggested that doing so

made

students feel shy and,

the class, they did not incorporate the elements

projection,

and intonation,

their

French work alone. Evidence

when

presenting in front of

of voice, such as expression,

in their presentations. Overall, the data collected

from

the study demonstrated that students did not perform well in the subject due to

their lack

A

of motivation

in learning.

fascinating finding that

Phase One was

that primarily

The evidence suggested

that

became apparent during data

male students found French class

some male

students did not

collected during

to

be

remember

difficult.

the content

taught during the lessons and did not communicate in the foreign language often.

As a

result,

male students made claims

lost interest in the subject.

in

On

that the

worksheets were

difficult

the other hand, female students did not

any of the data collection methods

that

French class was

difficult.

and also

make

note
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When observing and comparing the
questionnaires and evaluation forms, there

results

is

encouraged to do

One

(without drama),

that they did not participate in the lessons,

so,

and

felt that

which therefore diminished
During Phase Two,

all

there

was a

in the

a distinction between the figures

presented from male and female students. In Phase

male students said

from the study, notably

more

were not

lack of interaction opportunities,

their opportimities to

communicate

in the language.

students noticed an increase in their eagerness and interest

in learning French. Students attributed their increased motivation to the

drama involving group work incorporated

into the lessons, hi

Phase

amount of

Two

(with

drama), however, the information showed once more that male students, in

comparison to female students, had an increase
participate

and demonstrated an appreciation

in motivation to learn

for the

Students, both male and female, in Phase

improvement

in their

communication

skills. In

French curriculum.

Two

some

and

also noticed an increase and

areas of the data collection

methods used throughout the study, more male students reported an increase
their ability to speak,

in

and understand French over female students. More male

students also reported that

transformation to occur.

drama was the favourable

More male

factor that allowed this

students than female students

become aware

of this and made reference to working on a dramatic play with others which
boosted their motivation for learning and in turn improved their oral acquisition.

Although the outcome,

that the use

of drama

in the core

French classroom

increases students' motivation and oral communication skills,

both male and female students,

when comparing

was

the

same

the results from the study

for

among
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both genders,

it

could be stated that the use of drama

among male Core French

grade 5 students' increases their motivation and communication level more so
than in Core French grade 5 females.

Summary

of Chapter Four

Chapter Four has provided the results of instrumentation used throughout
the study: student journal entries, student questionnaires, students self-and peer

evaluations, student interviews, outside teacher observer checklist and anecdotal

comments, and teacher/researcher checklist and anecdotal comments. The various
data methods implemented in Phase

One and Phase Two have

reactions toward lessons with and without drama.

identified students'

By means of the

collection tools applied, a detailed and in-depth comparison

several data

was made between

both phases of the study, demonstrating a clear confirmation that drama improves
students' motivation

The research
dynamics offered

and oral communication

skills.

results verify that students

in lessons

respond well to the stimulating

with drama as opposed to those oflFered without

drama. The implementation of drama strategies, such as role-play and mime,
allows students to interact with one another, providing a nonthreatening

environment comfortable for students
in learning

it.

work

in.

Students have

shown an

interest

French as a second language and recognize and appreciate the value of

Additionally, through

skills

to

drama students have increased

their oral

communication

by becoming more aware of their pronunciation, expression, intonation, and

projection of voice. In conclusion,

drama has enhanced

students' perception about

learning French, encouraging students to obtain and maintain a positive attitude
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toward the second language. Thus, drama has assisted greatly
grade 5 students' enthusiasm and oral acquisition.

in

enhancing

my
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION
Core French students often lack enthusiasm and
and are therefore not encouraged or motivated

communication

skills.

The

to learn

interest in the

and improve

curriculum

their oral

objectives of this research involving grade 5 Core

French students from a large

district

school board in Ontario were to determine if

dramatic approaches in second language teaching/learning increase students'
motivation and oral communication

skills.

The development,

literature review,

procedures, and outcomes of the study have been presented in the preceding
chapters and are briefly summarized below.

I

through

have always had an extreme passion for the French language.

my past and present experiences that

began

I

to devote a large

It is

amount of

time to become knowledgeable about different techniques and strategies that

would motivate students
educational career,

teaching helped

me

drama techniques

As my
progressed,

exposed

I

to learn the second language.

began

I

to learn

to

and communicate

better. Interactive

facilitated the internalization

methods such as

of what was being taught.

professional career teaching French as a second language

began

to

implement

strategies in the classroom that

to as a student over the years.

communicative

was

my

develop the view that interactive methods of

I

made

abilities.

1

had been

the assumption that dramatic

approaches to teaching help motivate students to

that this

Throughout

learn, thus increasing their

Although an assumption,

1

wanted

to provide

evidence

possible and therefore chose to gather data to determine whether
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dramatic approaches in the Core French classroom increase motivation and
students'

communicative

Scarcella et

al.

abilities.

(1990) reported that "the necessity to develop

communicative competence
acquisition" (p. 292).

is

especially important in second language

The purpose of language

with what they need to

know

teacher (Krashen, 1983).

It is

instruction

is

to provide students

so that they can progress in the future without the

also the goal

of the Ontario French curriculum for

students to develop valuable and communicative educational experiences that will

expand and follow through with them during

their

(Ontario Ministry of Education, 1998b).

the goal of teachers to enhance the

abilities

of students

Consequently,

it

is

It is

academic and

in order to build the foundations

fiiture

years

of lifelong learning.

the role of the instructor to provide meaningful

and innovative

opportunities for students to develop strategies that will increase their

communicative language.

The use of dramatic approaches
to

become involved

in

and responsive

is

a creative method to encourage students

to the learning situation.

The use of drama

establishes an enjoyable and exciting educational environment (O'Neill

&

Lambert, 1990). Not only does the implementation of drama invite self-creation,
imagination, and dialogue, but

it

also presents a clear connection with the

expectations of The Ontario Curriculum: French as a Second Language: Core

French, Grades 4

-H (Ontario

Ministry of Education,

1

998b).
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Summary
Second language teaching and learning

is

Ontario Curriculum. There are several reasons

Not only

is

a fundamental component of the

why

it is

a key learning subject.

the instruction of French beneficial to students' learning in their

formal education, but

it

will help

them develop

in other areas

of their

life

outside

of the classroom such as their communicative competence. Also, developing an
understanding of the cultural content related to French will help students improve

their

communicative language.
Students will

become motivated and engaged

in learning a

second

language when the interactive methods of instruction are introduced. The

implementation of drama

in the

French curriculum will increase students'

motivation to learn, thereby improving their oral acquisition.

form provides many benefits to student learning.
dialogue

among participants and

It

initiates

establishes a partnership

Drama as an

art

conversation and

among

the individuals

involved that creates a safe and comfortable environment for speaking in French.

It is

an experiential and co-operative method of teaching and learning that allows

students the freedom to fantasize and explore and express their thoughts and

feelings in the target language.

There has been a

shift in

instruction including paper

emphasis

and pencil

fi"om the traditional

activities

methods of

and memorization

to a

more

engaging and communicative approach through drama which has proven to
increase students' motivation and oral language skills.

It

is

now

the role of the

teacher in the French classroom to develop strategies that will help students of all
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form provides many benefits
dialogue

to student learning.

among participants and

It

initiates

establishes a partnership

Drama as an

art

conversation and

among

the individuals

involved that creates a safe and comfortable environment for speaking in French.

It is

an experiential and co-operative method of teaching and learning

that allows

students the freedom to fantasize and explore and express their thoughts and

feelings in the target language.

There has been a

shift in

instruction including paper

emphasis from the

and pencil

activities

traditional

methods of

and memorization

to a

more

engaging and communicative approach through drama which has proven to
increase students' motivation and oral language skills.

It

is

now

the role of the

teacher in the French classroom to develop strategies that will help students of all
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learning abilities to

drama

among

in the

become comfortable

in using the

second language. Using

Core French classroom provides active communicative interaction

students that provides students with connections and relevance to their

learning,

which increases

language that

in turn

The present
perform well

their

develops their communicative competence.

analysis collected from the study suggests that students do not

in oral activities

conducted in a large Ontario
the study were

enthusiasm and purpose for learning a second

when

district

they are unmotivated to learn.

The study was

school board. The participants involved in

members of my own grade

5

Core French

class.

A total of 23

students (13 boys and 10 girls) agreed to participate in the study.

The study

included two phases that were approximately 8 weeks in length. Phase
included no lessons with drama and Phase

The

participants

effects

integrated

drama

qualitative

and quantitative methods of data

The use of both methodologies was implemented

of my

in the lessons.

were observed four times a week during both phases of the study.

The study included both
collection.

Two

One

bias, provide credibility

to help diminish the

through the method of triangulation, and

focus on children's p>erceptions of their motivation and oral acquisition, and to

allow quantitative measures to either support or dispute the qualitative fmdings.

The

qualitative

and quantitative data measures included:

(a) student journal

entries, (b) student interviews, (c) student questionnaires, (d) a student self-

evaluation and student jjcer evaluations, (e) outside teacher observer checklists

and observation notes, and
observations.

(f)

teacher/researcher checklists and anecdotal

The records gathered during Phase One (no drama) of the study
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confirmed that students lack motivation to participate without interactive activity

and communicative

participation. Students displayed

boredom and behaviour

problems as a

of their disinterest

maimer. Due to

attitude

result

in the subject

toward learning, students did not perform well

in

this negative

terms of their oral

acquisition of French.

Phase
their

Two of the study

demonstrated that students were most engaged in

second language learning when they were interacting with other students

through drama. Various drama techniques had a positive impact on student
learning.

The

drama techniques described and implemented throughout

specific

the study included improvisation, tableau work,

Overall, the study has

shown

that although

both male and female grade 5 Core

French students increased their motivation and

was incorporated

into the

movement, and drama games.

oral acquisition skills

when drama

French program, male students responded even more

positively to the dramatic approach than did female students.

Conclusion
"Education

is

a process and process inevitably means change.

important that learners and teachers are able to identify change and to

it

has occurred" (Morgan

& Saxton,

1987, p. 189).

It is

It is

know when

the role of educators to

develop change among students and create the desire for lifelong learning.

A number of students appear to possess a negative attitude toward French
learning.

Lack of motivation

communication

skills.

affects their desire to

improve

their oral

This study provided evidence that a dramatic approach in

second language teaching/learning increase students' motivation and oral
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communication

skills.

The importance of this study

French education because

it

is

significant for the field

of

has identified drama as an important facilitator of

student motivation and oral language acquisition. Demonstration of the positive

attitudes

and

students' oral

skills learned

through drama will

facilitate the

communication and thereby increase

motivation to improve their French

skills.

progression of

and

their confidence

Using drama

is

recommended

highly

as

the key that will open the doors to an inspirational interactive approach to French

teaching and learning while making connections with the Ontario Curriculum for

French and the Arts.
Implications
Implications for Practice

The
in the

findings presented have confirmed

my belief that dramatic approaches

second language classroom enhance second language acquisition. The

research conducted will assist in

my own teaching career,

my passion to deliver successful

lessons to

interactive

that

it

drama techniques

will build

my

will be the focus

as

it

has strengthened

students. Lessons that include

of my planning, as

I

am

confident

and strengthen the motivation of my students to succeed

French language. Furthermore, the research conducted will give

in the

me an

opportunity to investigate other areas of focus in the French classroom through
the integration of drama.

students' behaviours

The

An

area of focus interesting to examine

and social

skills in the

would be

Core French classroom.

findings will also have an impact

on other teachers

board. Educators within the school board where the study

in

my

school

was conducted

will

be
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exposed

to the thesis.

There are several successful Core French teachers

be able to take the information provided
assess, or refine, their

in the study

own teaching techniques.

who

will

and possibly evaluate and

This study might promote public

awareness within the school board and surrounding communities about a powerful
strategy that enriches the

Core French program.

the practices described in this paper, they will

how students

in the

Core French classroom

now have

learn.

presented might inspire others to conduct their

with

If teachers are not familiar

a better understanding of

Moreover, the information

own

study around their areas of

interest.

Implications for Theory

The data

collected within this study confirm that dramatic approaches in

the second language classroom enhance students' oral communication skills and

motivation to learn. "One of the most positive contributions which drama makes
to the curriculum is that

language use" (O'Neill

it

&

provides a facilitating atmosphere for

Lambert. 1990,

foundation of drama instruction.

When

other form of dramatic style, language

p. 17).

many

kinds of

Verbal communication

is

a

role-play takes place, for example, or any

is

necessarily involved (O'Neill

&

Lambert). Ultimately, the research demonstrates that "drama can provide a

powerful motivation to speech" (O'Neill

component

in building students'

& Lambert, p.

1

8). It is

communicative competence

in

an essential

French as a

second language.
Implications for Further Research

The use of drama

in the

French language has presented positive

results.
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New questions can now be developed or addressed

for additional

and deeper

research questions into the topic of French as a second language. In the future,

should

I

choose to pursue a Ph.D.,

I

can use

this information or

draw on new ideas

to extend this research.

Also, the variety of oral communication and drama strategies used

throughout the study can be observed in more depth. For example, a study can be

conducted specifically on

how the use of improvisation

drama techniques increases
theatre alone can

students' oral

be studied to show

if

it

or role-play or other

communication

skills.

Also, the use of

increases students' oral acquisition.

There was an encouraging connection presented about the Core French
curriculum and the Arts curriculum.

It

would be

interesting to see if other

curriculum areas integrated into the French program, such as music or math, have

any student benefits on

their oral

communication

skills.

Further study could be

carried out regarding students in the extended French program.

similarities can be

Comparisons and

drawn between the two programs regarding how dramatic

approaches affect students' oral performance and motivation to learn the language.

The
in a

present research does not address students' reading and writing skills

second language classroom. Reading and writing

component of the Core French curriculum.

skills are also

an important

A variety of literacy skills can be

investigated to prove the possibility that those skills improve students' oral

communication and motivation

to learn the

second language. Similarly, different

writing approaches can be examined to present the possibility that they increase

students' enthusiasm

and communicative competence.
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Also, a recommendation for future research
the use of active and interactive strategies without

would be

interesting to gather data

on how an

is

that further investigation

drama would be

interactive

helpful.

of

It

approach to teaching

without drama instruction such as those forms used in this study

(e.g.

improvisation, mime, role-play, or tableaux increases students' motivation to learn

a second language and improve their oral communication

skills.

There was a very interesting finding about the increase

in

male

motivation to learn a second language than that of female students.

recommendation would be

students'

A

to further investigate the recent data collected,

draw an in-depth analysis about male and female

and

learning. Furthermore, gender

differences relating to different studies around second language teaching and

learning can be examined.
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Appendix

A

Self-Evaluation for Individual Activity

Self-Evaluation for Individual Activity

Name of Activity:
Nom:

Classe:

Rarely

(

1

)

llsuallv( 2

)

Alwavs( 3

)
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Appendix B
Self-Evaluation for

Group

Activity

Self-Evaluation for Group Activity

Name of Activity:
Nona:

1^^^^^..

Classe:
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Appendix

C

Peer Evaluation for Group Activity

PEER EVALUATION FOR GROUP ACTIVITY

NAME OF ACTIVITY:
Nom:

Classe:

Under each column you

S-sometimes

R-rarely

After each
In the last

Group
Member
Name
•

Name of

member

one of the following
U-usually

letters:

A-always
the provided space.

comment may be written in
"Overall
Contribution", use S=satisfactory, G=good,
column
letter, a

VG=very good,

group

will place

E=excellent.

1
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Appendix

D

Questionnaire #1

OIJFSTTONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS #

1

My attitudes toward French class
Thank you

for agreeing to complete this questionnaire.

Your opinions

motivation and oral communication

This questionnaire

skills.

organized into three sections. The

is

will help

Core French student's

identify if drama: an interactive approach enhances Junior

first

section seeks

information about you. The second section seeks general information about drama
in the

French classroom. The third section seeks specific information about your

ALL QUESTIONS RELATE TO THE FRENCH
SCHOOL YEAR OF 2005-2006 ONLY.

opinions of French class.

Please

remember

do not want

to

your participation

that

is totally

volimtary. If for any reason

complete any part of the questionnaire, leave

it

you

blank.

Research ethics require that your identity must remain anonymous throughout

this

do not sign your name to this questionnaire. Signed questionnaires
will be destroyed unread. No one except the researcher and advisor (Debra
McLauchlan 905-688-5550 ex.3955) will read your responses.
study. Please

PART A:

About

Me

Please place a checkmark in the most appropriate space in each sentence below.

I

am

in

my

fourth

,

fifth

,

year of elementary

sixth

school.

I

am

I

am male

I

learn best

10

,

,

,

learn best

group
I

years old.

female

.

at pictures or

videos about a

,

someone's explanation of a subject

related to the subject

I

12

by either reading or looking

subject
listening to

1

,

doing physical activity

.

when I work on my own

,

in

a pair

,

in a small

.

usually find schoolwork easy to learn

sometimes easy and sometimes

,

difficult to learn

difficult to learn
.

,
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PART

B: About French and

Drama

Please place a checkmark in the most appropriate response for each sentence

below.

I

really enjoy school.

YES

NO

I

generally enjoy French class.

YES

NO

I

plan to continue taking French beyond grade

YES

NO

I

am

YES

NO

YES

NO

YES

NO

9.

involved in drama activities outside class.

Using drjima makes French more enjoyable

Using drama

in class

motivates

me

for

me.

to listen better.

I

look forward to attending French class

YES

NO

I

believe French

YES

NO

is

an important subject

PART C: My Opinions about

French

Please use the spaces provided to answer the following questions about French
class.

What do you expect

to learn in

French class

this year?

118

What do you

like

most about French class?

What do you dislike most about French

What

class?

are the biggest benefits of learning French in elementary school?

Throughout school, what subject(s) have been your favorites?

Throughout school, what subjects have been your

least favorites?

Thank you very much for taking the time to complete the questiormaire. If either
you or your parent(s)/guardian(s) have any questions about the purjx)se or use of
the information you have provided, please contact your principal or Brock
University at the address given on the letter of consent that you returned to
school.
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Appendix E
Questionnaire #2

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS

#2

My attitudes toward French class
Thank you

for agreeing to complete this survey about today's lesson.

drama enhances junior core French
communication skills.

opinions will help identify

motivation and oral

if

Your

student's

Please remember that your participation is totally voluntary. If for any reason you
do not want to complete any part of the questionnaire, leave it blank.

Research ethics require that your identity must remain anonymous throughout

this

do not sign your name to this survey. Signed surveys will be
destroyed unread. No one except the researcher and advisor (Debra McLauchlan
905-688-5550 ex.3955) will read your responses.
study. Please

Please use ihe following ranking scale:
1

= strongly disagree

1. 1
1

2.
1

3.
1

4.
1

=

1

=

1

=

1

=

enjoyed

this lesson

strongly disagree

participated

I

2 = disagree

more during this class than
2 = disagree

= agree

3

I

4 = strongly agree

usually do.

3

= agree

4 - strongly agree

participated very well in this lesson.

strongly disagree

felt

4 = strongly agree

very much.

strongly disagree

think

3 = agree

2 = disagree

2 = disagree

motivated to participate

strongly disagree

3

= agree

4 = strongly agree

= agree

4 = strongly agree

in this lesson.

2 = disagree

3
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5.
1

6.
1

1

=

1

=

7. 1
1

8.
1

9.
1

=

1

=

1

=

am

satisfied

with

my participation level

strongly disagree

2

=

disagree

in this lesson.

3

4 = strongly agree

= agree

believe this lesson could be of some value to me.
strongly disagree

2

=

disagree

3

prefer to interact with others in French because

strongly disagree

had a

lot

lot

3

of opportunity to speak French

strongly disagree

had a

2 = disagree

2=

disagree

of opportunity to review

strongly disagree

2

=

disagree

4 = strongly agree

= agree

I

don't feel shy to participate.

= agree

4 = strongly agree

in this lesson.

3

=

agree

my pronunciation
3

= agree

4 = strongly agree

in this lesson.

4 = strongly agree

Thank you very much

for taking the time to complete this survey. If either you or
your parent(s)/guardian(s) have any questions about the purpose or use of the
information you have provided, please contact your principal or Brock University
at the

address given on the

letter

of consent that you returned to school.
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Appendix F
Questionnaire #3

OIJFSTTONNAIRE FOR STUDENTS

My attitudes toward

#3

French class

Thank you for agreeing to complete this survey about your French oral
communication skills. Your opinions will help identify if drama enhances jimior
core French students' motivation and oral communication skills. The word drama
refers to such activities as role-play, mime, improvisation, and tableaux.

remember

Please

do not want

to

that

your participation

is totally

voluntary. If for any reason

complete any part of the questionnaire, leave

it

you

blank.

Research ethics require that your identity must remain anonymous throughout this

do not sign your name to this survey. Signed surveys will be
destroyed unread. No one except the researcher and advisor (Debra McLauchlan
905-688-5550 ex.3955) will read your responses.
study. Please

Please use the following ranking scale:

SA =

strongly agree

Example:
If

I

A =

agree

think Spiderman 2

you think

that

Spiderman 2

is

is

SD = strongly disagree

a great movie.
not

all that

SD

D

D

= disagree

A SA

great of a movie, circle SD(strongly

disagree)
If

you are

really positive that

Spiderman 2

is

not the greatest movie, circle

really positive that

Spiderman 2

is

a great movie, circle

D

(disagree)
If

you are

SA

(Strongly

agree)
If

1

.

you think

Do you

that

Spiderman 2

feel that

is

a great movie, circle

A (Agree)

using drama in the French classroom has helped improve your

French accent?

SD D

2.

Do you

A SA

feel that

using drama in the French classroom helps you to speak

confidently in class?

SD D

A SA

more
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3.

Do you

in

French?

SD D

feel that

drama has improved your

ability to

ask and answer questions

A SA

Do you like learning French using drama in the classroom?
SD D A SA

4.

5.

Do you

understand better the French material presented in stories through

drama?

SD D

A SA

Do you understand the oral
SD D A SA

6.

questions asked about the stories?

Do you feel that your ability to write French
improved due to the use of drama in the classroom?

7.

SD D

8.

sentence format has

A SA

Can you read aloud with

SD D

in full

correct pronunciation and intonation?

A SA

Thank you very much

for taking the time to complete this survey. If either you or
your parent(s)/guardian(s) have any questions about the purpose or use of the
information you have provided, please contact your principal or Brock University
at the

address given on the

letter

of consent

that

you returned

to school.
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Appendix

G

Interview Questions without

Drama

Please respond to the questions with reflections from vou r experiences this year.

1

.

Describe any French lesson this year.

What were your thoughts and

2.

3.

Do you participate

in a lot

How much group work
activities

in

activities?

involved in French class?

What

kinds of

groups?

4.

How much individual

5.

Why

work

is

involved in French class?

learning French important to

Do you think your French
on animals?
6.

of oral

do

you perform

is

is

feelings about it?

oral skills

you as a student?

have improved throughout

this unit

.
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Appendix

H

Interview Questions with

Drama

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR STUDENTS FOR STUDY WITH

DRAMA

Please respond to the questions with reflections from vour experiences this year.

1

Describe any French lesson this year.

What were your thoughts and

2.

Do you participate

3.

How much
activities

in a lot

feelings about it?

of oral

activities?

group work is involved in French class? What kinds of
do you perform in groups?

4.

How much

5.

Why

6.

Do you

think your French oral skills have improved throughout this unit?

If "yes"

what has helped improve your communication

7.

Does

is

individual

work

is

involved in French class?

learning French important to

the use of drama motivate

you

you as a student?

to learn

French?

skills?
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Appendix

I

Outside Teacher Observer Checklist and Anecdotal

VISITING TEACHER'S OBSERVATION SHEET

DATE:
TIME:

Criteria for Evaluation:

STLDENTS....

Comment Sheet
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Appendix J
Teacher/Researcher Checklist

Date:

Lesson Topic:
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Appendix

K

Teacher/Researcher Anecdotal

GRADE:

ACTIVITY:
DATE:

Name:
Level

12

3

4

Comment Sheet
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Appendix

M

Glossary of Terms
Improvisation
Improvisation provides an unscripted exploration of a topic. Improvisation

might be
can

last

does not require a

short,

script,

could be acted out by different people,

5 seconds or longer, and allows students to play themselves or others

(Lin, 2005).

A good use of improvisation is to demonstrate what students have

learned in class. At the beginning of a lesson, short simple, improvisations can
incorporate vocabulary students read in books or repeat vocabulary taught in the

Way

previous lesson.

"because there

is

form of skill or
that all children

(1967), a pioneer of drama in education, explained that

no need

for a script,

ability at reading,

an improvised play does not depend on any

nor remembering

lines,

and

is

thus an activity

of every age group and every scale of ability are able both to

enjoy and to master"

(p.

1

84).

Mime
"There

is

a

mime

inside you. and with

need are your body and your imagination.
understands" (Booth

can be used
'stop!',

or

it

in

is

Mime

is

is

possible. All

a language the

1985. p. 24). There are

drama work. "Mime can be simple

you

whole world

many forms of mime

that

as a hand gesture indicating

can be a demonstration of some complicated action such as climbing a

mountain" (Booth

"drama

& Lundy,

mime, anything

& Lundy, p. 25).

Morgan

& Saxton (1987) reported that

spontaneous oral communication but the power of gesture without

words can stimulate language."

(p. 111).
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Role-Play

"The techniques of drama centre on transformation;

how people

can turn

into other people or other beings in order to create a there-and-then story in a

here-and-now place" (Booth

& Lundy,

1985, p. 48). Role-play opens up a rich

stimulus for communicative interaction. Role-playing helps students go through a

real life situation

up of two

parts:

opportunity to

with confidence. According to Booth and Lundy, role

is

made

your "self and "the other person" that you become. Having the

become a

different person allows

one

to enter a safe envirormient

and explore ideas and situations that can possibly be different than one's original
life

experiences.

It

allows you to learn by experimentation, taking on the

personality and attitude of others. According to Littlewood (1981), role-play

is

a

well-established technique for applying precommunicative language practice.

Tableau
Tableaux capture frozen pictures created by the children

in response to a

theme, situation, or story. According to The Ontario Curriculum: The Arts,

Grades

1-8,

(Ontario Ministry of Education, 1998a) tableau represents a silent

group of people frozen
or theme. Tableau

in

work

time to represent a scene, abstract idea

is

(e.g.,

peace, joy),

useful in introducing idea or images; focusing attention

on a particular aspect; developing symbolic thought, and encouraging discussion
about meanings "behind" actions. Tableau invites reflection (Neelands,

Tableaux are shared

in

complete

stillness

and

1

984).

silence. This technique

requires that students initially discuss, collaborate, and decide

upon an image

communicate or represent

group

their ideas. Children contribute to a

effort

to

and
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gain experience in presenting situations from different points of view (Ontario

Ministry of Education, 1984). In addition, the aspect of working together and

using their bodies to depict a

new vocabulary word

learned

may

increase student

motivation to learn. Discussion of tableau work following the presentation can
stimulate lively and spontaneous dialogue in French.

Not only does the technique

tableau meet the expectations of the Ontario curriculum for French as a Second

Language and the

Arts, but also

instrumental communicative

(Slade, 1954, p. 19).

drama

in its

many forms

method because

it

is

is

classified as

viewed as the

"art

an

of doing"'

